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TRANSITS: Transits to Natal Interpretations
These interpretations have been written to apply to transits to a geocentric tropical natal chart using a quadrantbased house system.
When using these interpretations, please bear in mind that, inevitably, every chart will contain some
contradictory influences, and as a result certain interpretations of different items in the same chart may seem
difficult to reconcile. However, this may still be an accurate reflection of what is happening to the individual
whose transits are being interpreted, as people do experience conflicting desires, events and circumstances in
their lives. It is the responsibility of the astrologer to synthesise these apparent contradictions in order to present
a cohesive and realistic interpretation of the dilemmas of the chart.
PROGRESSIONS: Progression Interpretations
Astrologers use the term "Progressions" to describe a particular technique of moving planets forward in time.
This technique is aptly named because it describes how a person progresses through their life. Progressions
describe the different phases in our lives as well as our inner urges and how they affect our lives rather than
dramatic outer events. However, our urges can significantly affect the way in which we react to circumstances
and therefore our decisions. It is important that we go with the flow rather than fight against the tides of our
lives. Therefore Progressions are likely to show us signposts in life's journey and consequently help us gain
wisdom and understanding. Some astrologers believe that Progressions are signs from our soul or higher self;
others place less emphasis. We suggest that you read on and see for yourself.
(c) 2007 - 2014, Seeing With Stars Pty Ltd
About the Author: Stephanie Johnson is a founder of Esoteric Technologies, the company that creates the Solar
Fire suite of astrology products. She has helped create, design, develop and author Solar Fire and the other
products. In particular she is the author of many of the Solar Writer range of astrology report writers. She is
currently the Sole Director for Esoteric Technologies. Stephanie runs her own Seeing With Stars astrology
consultation business as well as editing the Australian Data Collection. She holds a Federation of Australian
Astrologers' Practitioner's Certificate and Diploma and is a member of the Federation of Australian
Astrologers. She is a student of Medieval Astrology and the Ancient Wisdom teachings. She has lectured at
national conferences, and her astrology articles have appeared in Australian publications including the FAA
Journal and the Astrological Monthly Review. Before commencing her professional astrology career Stephanie
was a journalist for 15 years in Australia, England and the USA.
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TRANSITING URANUS STATIONARY (10th House)
14 Jan 2021, 19 Aug 2021, 18 Jan 2022, 24 Aug 2022, 22 Jan 2023, 28 Aug 2023, 27 Jan 2024, 1 Sep 2024, 30
Jan 2025, 6 Sep 2025, 3 Feb 2026
TRANSITING PLUTO STATIONARY (6th House)
27 Apr 2021, 6 Oct 2021, 29 Apr 2022, 8 Oct 2022, 1 May 2023, 10 Oct 2023, 2 May 2024, 11 Oct 2024, 4
May 2025, 13 Oct 2025, 6 May 2026, 15 Oct 2026
TRANSITING SATURN STATIONARY (7th House)
23 May 2021, 10 Oct 2021, 4 Jun 2022, 23 Oct 2022, 17 Jun 2023, 4 Nov 2023, 29 Jun 2024, 15 Nov 2024, 13
Jul 2025, 27 Nov 2025, 26 Jul 2026
TRANSITING JUPITER STATIONARY (8th House)
20 Jun 2021, 18 Oct 2021, 28 Jul 2022, 23 Nov 2022, 4 Sep 2023, 30 Dec 2023, 9 Oct 2024, 4 Feb 2025, 11
Nov 2025, 10 Mar 2026
TRANSITING NEPTUNE STATIONARY (8th House)
25 Jun 2021, 1 Dec 2021, 28 Jun 2022, 3 Dec 2022, 30 Jun 2023, 6 Dec 2023, 2 Jul 2024, 7 Dec 2024, 4 Jul

2025, 10 Dec 2025, 7 Jul 2026, 12 Dec 2026
TRANSITING CHIRON STATIONARY (9th House)
15 Jul 2021, 19 Dec 2021, 19 Jul 2022, 23 Dec 2022, 23 Jul 2023, 26 Dec 2023, 26 Jul 2024, 29 Dec 2024, 30
Jul 2025, 2 Jan 2026, 3 Aug 2026
TRANSITING URANUS STATIONARY (11th House)
10 Sep 2026, 8 Feb 2027, 15 Sep 2027, 12 Feb 2028, 18 Sep 2028, 16 Feb 2029, 23 Sep 2029, 20 Feb 2030, 28
Sep 2030
TRANSITING SATURN STATIONARY (9th House)
10 Dec 2026, 9 Aug 2027, 23 Dec 2027, 22 Aug 2028, 5 Jan 2029, 6 Sep 2029, 18 Jan 2030, 20 Sep 2030
TRANSITING JUPITER STATIONARY (1st House)
12 Dec 2026, 12 Apr 2027, 12 Jan 2028, 13 May 2028, 10 Feb 2029, 13 Jun 2029, 13 Mar 2030, 14 Jul 2030
TRANSITING CHIRON STATIONARY (10th House)
6 Jan 2027, 7 Aug 2027, 10 Jan 2028, 11 Aug 2028, 13 Jan 2029, 16 Aug 2029, 17 Jan 2030, 21 Aug 2030
TRANSITING PLUTO STATIONARY (6th House)
8 May 2027, 17 Oct 2027, 9 May 2028, 18 Oct 2028, 11 May 2029, 20 Oct 2029, 12 May 2030, 22 Oct 2030
TRANSITING NEPTUNE STATIONARY (9th House)
9 Jul 2027, 15 Dec 2027, 11 Jul 2028, 16 Dec 2028, 13 Jul 2029, 19 Dec 2029, 16 Jul 2030, 21 Dec 2030
TRANSITING URANUS CONJUNCTION RADIX URANUS (10th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 18 Mar 2021
This transit usually occurs around the age of 84 years, (although it can occur just after birth when it is of less
significance).
When it occurs at 84 years it is a time of spiritual renewal. You have just completed one full cycle of the planet
Uranus which governs freedom, insight, originality and detachment from emotions. You now have the ability to
view your life in a new light. In some cases, if you have suppressed the spiritual side of your nature, you will
experience very little. However, if you are alive spiritually then this can be a great time of insight and
contentment as you release earthly attachments in favour of spiritual rewards. It is now that you will feel that
you have indeed attained wisdom.
PROGRESSED PLUTO CONJUNCTION RADIX PLUTO (6th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021
PROGRESSED NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX NORTH NODE (11th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021
PROGRESSED ASCENDANT CONJUNCTION RADIX ASCENDANT (12th House to 1st House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 24 Jun 2022
PROGRESSED MIDHEAVEN CONJUNCTION RADIX MIDHEAVEN (9th House to 10th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 19 Feb 2022
PROGRESSED SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX SATURN (6th House)

In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021
PROGRESSED URANUS CONJUNCTION RADIX URANUS (10th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021
PROGRESSED NEPTUNE CONJUNCTION RADIX NEPTUNE (8th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021
Poet Alfred Lord Tennyson said: "It is better to have loved and lost than never to have loved at all." The same
can be said of dreams. Right now you are reflecting on the way that you have lived your life - your past loves,
your dreams and your artistic and spiritual endeavours. It is time to contemplate. Action now may prove
frustrating. You need to take time for meditation, prayer and other spiritual and artistic tasks. You may need to
adjust your expectations of yourself and loved ones. You may need to forgive and forget. In some cases you
may need to face the facts that you have let fear rather than love rule aspects of your life. All sorts of
metaphysical realisations may emerge during this phase.
PROGRESSED MERCURY CONJUNCTION RADIX MERCURY (7th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 11 Oct 2024
This can be a busy, unsettled time. You may feel over stimulated, as if you have too many choices. Perhaps you
believe that others are making decisions that are forcing you to consider your options. This can be a positive
time to change bad habits. If you have been in a rut then this stimulation is necessary. However, if you are a
positive go-getter then try to slow down and prioritise.
PROGRESSED VENUS CONJUNCTION RADIX VENUS (7th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 10 Dec 2021
This is a rare opportunity for you to reassess your values, your main relationship and your finances. As a result
you may make changes in these areas of your life. On the other hand you may consolidate.
PROGRESSED MARS CONJUNCTION RADIX MARS (10th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 24 Nov 2022
This is an opportunity for you to reassess your desires. If you are feeling lethargic during this phase then you
may want to change your life goals. Perhaps it is time to slow down. On the other hand you may feel energised,
ready to tackle demanding and satisfying projects.
PROGRESSED JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX JUPITER (7th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 25 Jun 2025
This is a rare occurence indicating a new and positive phase of your life. You may make plans to study, travel,
teach or publish material. On the other hand you may simply change your lifestyle to more truly reflect your
own goals.
PROGRESSED SUN CONJUNCTION RADIX SUN (8th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 19 Feb 2022
It is not possible for this aspect to occur by progression in a person's lifetime.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX SATURN (6th House)
Entering 17 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Jan 2021, Leaving 26 Jan 2021
This can be a beneficial transit during which you feel an increased joy in your responsibilities. You now feel
that you have the ability to achieve a sensible balance in your life reaping benefits from past hard work and
planting seeds for the future. This may take many forms including career promotion, others recognising your
work and opportunities to study or travel. In some cases you may feel the urge to make changes to your current
lifestyle to accommodate your need for expansion. The only hitch to this transit can be that you may lack

tolerance for anyone who stands in your way as you seek to expand your horizons. If this is the case enlist the
help of others rather than tempting them to work against you.
TRANSITING PLUTO CONJUNCTION RADIX PLUTO (6th House)
Entering 20 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Exact 6 Jul 2021, Leaving 18 Aug 2021Entering 22 Nov 2021, Exact
28 Dec 2021, Leaving 28 Jan 2022Entering 11 Aug 2022, Leaving 3 Dec 2022
This transit may show very early in life causing some disruption in your early life, although it is not highly
significant. It will not occur again in your life.
TRANSITING NEPTUNE CONJUNCTION RADIX NEPTUNE (8th House)
Entering 22 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 20 Mar 2021Entering 14 Oct 2021, Leaving 15 Jan 2022
This transit may happen to some people immediately after birth, but will not occur again in a lifetime.
PROGRESSED MOON CONJUNCTION RADIX MOON (11th House)
Entering 22 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 23 Mar 2021
You are currently undergoing changes in your emotional or home life. These changes are likely to stem from
feelings of contentment. Generally speaking you are likely to be in a good mood. However, it is possible that
you may also feel somewhat disgruntled about some things, which prompts you to make adjustments. Either
way it is time to come to terms with your feelings about important areas of your life and then to let go and
move on. Your insights are accurate right now, and you have the ability to make personal decisions that enhance
your own life and the lives of loved ones. You are likely to enjoy spontaneity and new and rewarding activities
and people. If you have been disappointed with some areas of your life then now is the time to make changes
that will bring a deeper fulfillment. The focus is on making alterations that bring greater emotional satisfaction
into all areas of your life.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 7TH HOUSE (7th House)
22 Jan 2021, 8 Aug 2021
Relationships are highlighted during this period, particularly with your personal and business partners. It could
be that the negative side of your relationship becomes impossible to ignore forcing you to take some action.
Right now you have the confidence to make the necessary changes. It is more likely that you enjoy benefits
through your partnerships and have the ability to form positive relationships. If you are not already in a
relationship, you may meet someone who has a positive effect on your life.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX MERCURY (7th House)
Entering 31 Jan 2021, Exact 5 Feb 2021, Leaving 9 Feb 2021
Communications of all types are favoured during this transit. You are mentally alert and capable of quick
thinking and good decisions. Therefore this transit obviously favours any project involving learning, writing or
teaching. Contracts also may be beneficial under this influence.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX NORTH NODE (11th House)
Entering 2 Feb 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 12 Mar 2021
Joining with others for a common purpose. Community gathering. Wedding, rally or party. Harmonious
cooperation with others.
TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX SATURN (6th House)
Entering 12 Feb 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 2 Mar 2021Entering 22 Aug 2021, Exact 9 Sep 2021, Exact
11 Nov 2021, Leaving 27 Nov 2021
This transit is known in astrology as the "Saturn Return" and occurs approximately every 29 years. The planet
Saturn has done a full cycle of your chart and returned to its natal position. The first Saturn return, at
approximately 29-years-old, is one of the most important times of your life. You are leaving behind childhood

and reviewing your life through new, more mature eyes. During this time your past comes under close
scrutiny. You are being forced, whether you like it or not, to face life with a new maturity.
This time marks a separation process, during which anything that no longer supports your life purpose is being
broken down and remoulded, or discarded. This paves the way for new responsibilities to be shouldered as you
move into the next cycle. The type of responsibility will be affected by the house placement and rulership of
Saturn.
The second Saturn return, around the age of 58, also forces you to face up to your responsibilities. The effects
of this second return will vary, depending on how successfully you handled your first return.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX JUPITER (7th House)
Entering 17 Feb 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 25 Feb 2021
This transit shows the beginning of a new cycle in your life. Every 12 years Jupiter comes back to its natal
position signifying a time of renewal. In particular it shows the end of a cycle of beliefs. You have been
learning about your own spiritual, religious or philosophical beliefs, and have now reached a new level of
understanding. Therefore during this transit you may meet new teachers, join new groups or start new activities
which will help you in the next cycle of learning. It's usually a beneficial time.
PROGRESSED MIDHEAVEN ENTERING 10TH HOUSE (10th House)
21 Feb 2021
PROGRESSED ASCENDANT ENTERING 1ST HOUSE (1st House)
21 Feb 2021
TRANSITING SATURN ENTERING 7TH HOUSE (7th House)
23 Feb 2021, 15 Nov 2021
Your relationship with your partner takes a serious turn during this period as you reassess your priorities. This
could result in a greater commitment to your partner, or it could be that you decide to end a serious relationship.
Marriages and divorces can both occur during this time. If you are not already in a serious relationship, then
you may meet someone important.
TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX MERCURY (7th House)
Entering 16 Mar 2021, Exact 27 Mar 2021, Leaving 10 Apr 2021Entering 6 Jul 2021, Exact 21 Jul 2021,
Leaving 3 Aug 2021Entering 13 Dec 2021, Exact 23 Dec 2021, Leaving 2 Jan 2022
This is a time for serious thought, perhaps even a project which takes concentrated mental effort. You find
yourself pondering your life and making careful plans. You may decide to end projects which have become
dated. You may begin a writing project such as a diary, journal or writing your life history. It is a good time for
any project which requires patience and thought, although your efforts will not necessarily be instantly
rewarded. It is also a good time for study or for making any decisions which require careful thought.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX VENUS (7th House)
Entering 6 Apr 2021, Exact 12 Apr 2021, Leaving 18 Apr 2021Entering 26 Aug 2021, Exact 3 Sep 2021,
Leaving 12 Sep 2021Entering 22 Nov 2021, Exact 30 Nov 2021, Leaving 7 Dec 2021
This is a wonderful time for romance. You are in love with life and your joy is contagious. Therefore you are
likely to attract many favourable relationships and enjoy social occasions. Your current relationships will also
blossom during this transit. You may even find your finances receiving a boost.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 8TH HOUSE (8th House)
2 May 2021, 21 Dec 2021

Joint enterprises bring benefits during this period, as long as you show some restraint. It would be easy to make
grand plans for investments and joint businesses during this time but you would do better to plan carefully. It is
also possible that you receive a gift, a legacy or inheritance. Metaphysical matters may also appeal.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING PISCES (8th House)
13 May 2021, 28 Dec 2021, 28 Oct 2022
You are on an intuitive search for the truth. You are a champion of the underdog. You could be a spiritual or
religious teacher.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (11th House)
10 Jun 2021
PROGRESSED MOON ENTERING CANCER (11th House)
15 Jun 2021
Your nesting instincts are strong during this phase. This does not necessarily mean that you want to start a
family, although this could be the case. This can be the ideal time for pregnancy and childbirth. However, it can
also mean that you want to find a home that is most suitable to your needs. If you are comfortable in your own
home then you may simply redecorate or renovate. However, if you feel that you have outgrown your current
abode then you are likely to move. Perhaps you look further a field than your local neighbourhood, setting your
sights on travelling to a different location, even a different country. You may invest in real estate, perhaps
purchasing a second property for recreation or retreat. If you have been itinerant in the previous few years then
you may now feel an urge to settle down in one place. Whatever the scenario you are seeking to solace and
satisfaction in your home. You may feel the need to spend more time with your family and close friends.
Perhaps one family member is demanding more of your time, wanting you to keep them company or needing
some extra loving care. Your compassion is aroused now and you are more able to take care of yourself and
loved ones. You may also enjoy seeking your family roots, visiting older relatives, researching your family tree
and visiting ancestral places. All of these pastimes may help you better understand your familial background.
Pets may also feature during this phase. If you don't already have a loved pet then you may feel the need to seek
out a pet. Either way animals can be a great source of comfort. Children, too, can demand your time and care. If
you enjoy spending time with loved ones then this can be a rewarding phase, however; if you find the care of
others an onerous task then you may struggle with this phase. Perhaps ultimately you decide that you are most
comfortable when living on your own. The emphasis is on you finding your own comfortable situation so that
you are ready for the next creative phase of your life.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING AQUARIUS (8th House)
28 Jul 2021
You are a seeker of the new and inspirational. You hold racially-inclusive values, and are a humanitarian.
TRANSITING SATURN ENTERING 6TH HOUSE (7th House)
4 Sep 2021
Now is the time to pay attention to your health and your daily routine. It's time to change any bad habits,
replacing them slowly and surely with a new regime. You may benefit from a new diet or exercise routine. Coworkers may need some attention.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING 10TH HOUSE (11th House)
11 Nov 2021
This is a quest for dignity in the eyes of the world. You need to repay your past life karma with understanding
and compassion after which maturity will follow.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (5th House)

4 Dec 2021
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING TAURUS (10th House)
22 Dec 2021
This is a quest to overcome your distrust of change, to develop creative outlets for your intense emotions and to
avoid hitting out at loved ones. These attributes plagued you in this life because of suffering and traumatic
endings in past-lives which left you with deep emotional wounds and a feeling of being cheated. In learning this
life's lesson of trusting the process of change you will develop a newfound sense of peace and stability.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX SUN (8th House)
Entering 10 Jan 2022, Exact 14 Jan 2022, Leaving 19 Jan 2022
This is a time of optimism and self-confidence. You feel that you can take on the world. Your goals are within
reach and success comes easily now. You are also happy to share your contentment with others. Abundance and
good fortune are key words for this period. You may decide to improve yourself through some study, travel or
by joining a religious organisation. Your good nature is likely to be attractive to other people and you may
receive recognition and appreciation. The only problem in this transit is that you may go over the top in your
efforts to get what you want from life. There can be a certain arrogance accompanying your actions and
decisions. Remember that moderation and balance are also important.
TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX JUPITER (7th House)
Entering 19 Jan 2022, Exact 27 Jan 2022, Leaving 4 Feb 2022
This transit is all about making your dreams reality. You are being forced, whether you like it not, to reassess
your goals in life. This can be a painstaking process. Any goals which have been impractical and far-fetched
will need to be revised in a more practical light. Your usual resources may not be readily available, forcing you
to delve deeper for ways to get things done. By the end of the transit you may feel a renewed sense of
commitment to your goals.
This can be a time when you discover your spiritual purpose. But bware because this transit can really dampen
your spirits. Your usual buoyancy and optimism are overshadowed by an awareness of life's hardships. Whereas
once you could see light at the end of the tunnel, now you see only the obstacles along the way. Doors that once
seemed to swing open, now ominously stay shut. It may be that an authority figure or an external event is
literally limiting your options, or simply that you are going through self-imposed hardship. Either way you
would do best to recognise that this is a passing phase, and circumstances will change and life will not always
be seen through such a pessimistic lens. On a more positive note this can also be a time of wise decisions and
increased commitment. If you have been careless in the past, this can be a time when you slow down and take
on a more sober approach to life with long-term benefits.
PROGRESSED MOON ENTERING 12TH HOUSE (12th House)
24 Jan 2022
It is time to slow down and reflect on your life. You are ending one phase of your life and starting another. This
does not mean that everything changes during this phase, but rather that you change in some meaningful way.
At the end of this phase you may be in the same career, home, and relationship with the same friends and family
members. However, you are likely to have changed in some way. Of course, it is possible that your process of
reflection results in a change of direction, ending one phase of your life before moving on to a completely new
scenario. You would be well advised to ponder any changes rather than make rash decisions. This is a time of
you working surreptitiously to achieve your life goals. You are unlikely to receive recognition for your efforts
right now. This will come later. You can liken this phase to a theatrical production. Much behind the scenes
work is carried out on a production before the season begins. The director plots the action, the actors rehearse,
the sets, lighting and costumes are designed, to name just some of the behind the scenes activities. Eventually
the lights go up on a polished and professional performance and everyone receives well-deserved accolades.

Right now you are working behind the scenes on something important in your life. This could be a hobby, a
work project, home renovations, pregnancy, finances or perhaps even a budding relationship. It is important that
you take time to contemplate your goals and personal needs so that you can benefit from the rewards that come
in the next phase of your life. Procrastination is not helpful during this phase. Meditation and prayer may be
beneficial. The sign of your progressed Moon will also show you the manner in which you are likely to
withdraw from society. For instance if your progressed Moon is in a fire or air sign then you are more likely to
be restless unless actively working behind the scenes on a project. If your progressed Moon is in an earth or
water sign then you may be more satisfied to reflect quietly on the different aspects of your life.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX NEPTUNE (8th House)
Entering 22 Mar 2022, Exact 26 Mar 2022, Leaving 30 Mar 2022
This is a time of heightened intuition during which you feel tempted to explore a more spiritual or artistic side
of life. Even if religions have never before seemed inviting, you may now start to ponder the meaning of life
and explore different religious avenues. You may be tempted to go on some sort of spiritual quest. However,
one of the problems with this transit can be that you are seeing everything through rose-tinted glasses. In other
words you may be vulnerable to the charlatans of the world as you are extraordinarily sensitive during this
transit. You may also feel the urge to take on some charity work. While this can be a beneficial act, you need to
beware of wasting your energy on people who do not want to be helped, but would prefer to remain victims of
society. Also beware of being lured into the world of addiction through drugs of any kind. You would do better
to explore spiritual pursuits, metaphysical subjects, or latent artistic talents without entering schemes that could
have long-term ramifications.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX MARS (10th House)
Entering 25 Mar 2022, Exact 13 Apr 2022, Leaving 2 May 2022
Cooperation in work. Joint constructive efforts. Pulling together. Connections or associations with males.
Sexual ties.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 9TH HOUSE (9th House)
12 Apr 2022
You are now on a search for the meaning of life, and your quest for knowledge could lead to the fields of
philosophy or religion. It is also possible that doors will open enabling you to study, teach and travel.
TRANSITING NEPTUNE ENTERING 9TH HOUSE (9th House)
13 Apr 2022, 13 Feb 2023
You have an urge to explore pastures further afield than your own back yard during this period. This could
involve a yearning to delve into study of religious or spiritual philosophies, or it could be that you would like to
travel to other countries.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (10th House)
30 Apr 2022
TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX VENUS (7th House)
Entering 2 May 2022, Leaving 8 Jul 2022Entering 19 Jan 2023, Exact 27 Jan 2023, Leaving 5 Feb 2023
During this transit you are reassessing your relationships, but particularly the one closest to your heart. You are
ready to face problems which you have let slip in the past, and anything which has stopped you feeling fulfilled
within the relationship. You are also ready for a greater commitment, but only if you consider the relationship
worth your continued time and effort. This is the time when you are ready to break off a relationship which falls
short of your expectations. Consequently under this transit you could deepen your commitment through
marriage or end the relationship after serious consideration. This transit can also mean a restricted social life
and a need to stick to a strict budget.

TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING ARIES (9th House)
10 May 2022, 20 Dec 2022
You are freedom-loving, and a spontaneous seeker of the truth. You have the potential to be a philosophical or
religious leader.
TRANSITING NEPTUNE ENTERING 8TH HOUSE (9th House)
17 Sep 2022
Joint enterprises are likely to be a source of concern during this period. You would be wise to avoid investing
your money in any joint schemes, or making long-term commitments. It is also possible that you become more
concerned with the metaphysical world, rather than the material one.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (4th House)
25 Oct 2022
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX URANUS (10th House)
Entering 4 Feb 2023, Exact 23 Feb 2023, Leaving 14 Mar 2023
Changes in social patterns. Meetings with unusual persons. Temporary contacts. Interactions which are not
routine.
TRANSITING SATURN ENTERING 8TH HOUSE (8th House)
24 Feb 2023
Joint enterprises and investments are highlighted during this period. It could be that you form a business
partnership or that you take on a financial commitment with your personal partner. Issues of life and death can
also be a serious concern with the birth or death of a loved one.
TRANSITING SATURN ENTERING PISCES (8th House)
7 Mar 2023, 1 Sep 2025
You are a compassionate and intuitive worker, although you can be anxious and fearful. With this position you
may experience strong karma to be worked through in this lifetime.
TRANSITING PLUTO ENTERING AQUARIUS (6th House)
23 Mar 2023, 20 Jan 2024, 19 Nov 2024
(1777 - 1799) It is important to note that Pluto takes about 248 years to make a complete cycle, spending 12 to
32 years in each sign. Therefore the interpretation of Pluto in its sign applies to a generation rather than the
individual. For a more individual interpretation look at the house position. This is the generation of worldwide
co-operation. People in this generation have the ability to make scientific breakthroughs for the benefit of
humanity, and may be forced to change the way science is viewed.
TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX SUN (8th House)
Entering 29 Mar 2023, Exact 7 Apr 2023, Leaving 18 Apr 2023Entering 19 Aug 2023, Exact 1 Sep 2023,
Leaving 15 Sep 2023Entering 21 Dec 2023, Exact 2 Jan 2024, Leaving 13 Jan 2024
This transit forces you to face up to your responsibilities. Your ability to remain calm and strong is tested. You
find that you are more restricted than usual in your life through an extra work load or it may be that you will be
dealing with the consequences of past events or decisions. As a result you may feel somewhat isolated. The best
way of dealing with this transit is to bear your extra responsibilities with fortitude, knowing that you are putting
in the building blocks for future goals.
PROGRESSED SATURN ENTERING 7TH HOUSE (7th House)
3 Apr 2023

ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (10th House)
20 Apr 2023
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX MIDHEAVEN (9th House to 10th House)
Entering 23 Apr 2023, Exact 28 Apr 2023, Leaving 2 May 2023
This is a time when you have opportunities to expand your career choices. It may be that you are offered a new
job, or a promotion within your current career. You may study or travel in order to expand your professional
choices. Whatever the circumstances you are feeling confident and now is a good time to broaden your
professional horizons. Beware only of over-confidence which could lead to taking on too much or making
unwise choices. Consider your career prospects and professional responsibilities carefully.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 10TH HOUSE (10th House)
28 Apr 2023
Your career and public life are highlighted during this time as you seek greater satisfaction. As a result you may
seek and gain promotion, travel with your work, change jobs, or have the opportunity for further study to
enhance your career. It is also possible that you take on a teaching or training role during this time.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING TAURUS (10th House)
16 May 2023
You are on a persistent search for the truth. You have the ability to be a loyal and wise teacher. You have a
strong desire for abundance.
TRANSITING PLUTO ENTERING CAPRICORN (6th House)
11 Jun 2023, 1 Sep 2024
It is important to note that Pluto takes about 248 years to make a complete cycle, spending 12 to 32 years in
each sign. Therefore the interpretation of Pluto in its sign applies to a generation rather than the individual. For
a more individual interpretation look at the house position. This is the generation of a change in world
government. This generation will posses the ability to transform old structures into new and enduring ones.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX URANUS (10th House)
Entering 15 Jun 2023, Exact 20 Jun 2023, Leaving 25 Jun 2023Entering 19 Nov 2023, Exact 28 Nov 2023,
Leaving 9 Dec 2023Entering 21 Jan 2024, Exact 1 Feb 2024, Leaving 10 Feb 2024
You may currently feel like life is like a roller coaster ride, full of surprising twists and turns which offer both
fear and excitement. This is a time when you are willing to try new things. In fact you may feel that you have
no choice. Something is compelling you to take risks that you never thought you would. And woe betide
anyone who stands in the way of your new-found push for freedom. You want to be left to your own devices,
even though they may seem odd to those have known and loved you. They would be wise not to stand in your
way. However, you would also be wise to show some restraint when appropriate. A complete disregard of rules
and regulations can prove dangerous in some situations. Opportunities for travel, study, technical, esoteric and
scientific pursuits may arise.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING ARIES (10th House)
12 Jul 2023
This is a quest to become assertive and self-empowered. You have a tendency to be indecisive, always
considering the needs of others first. Now you need to discover a sense of your own identity and initiate your
own projects.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX MIDHEAVEN (10th House)
Entering 13 Sep 2023, Exact 1 Oct 2023, Leaving 20 Oct 2023

Linkages to community and family. Being with and enjoying others in public. Publicity. Professional
connections.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING 9TH HOUSE (10th House)
1 Oct 2023
This represents a quest to develop your higher mind. You need to let go of past life tendencies to be narrow
minded and learn to broaden your perspectives.
PROGRESSED VENUS ENTERING 8TH HOUSE (8th House)
8 Oct 2023
Relationships deepen as the planet of love moves slowly through the 8th House of your Birth Chart. This can be
an enriching time when your most intimate bonds strengthen and become more sacred. Occasionally this can
indicate a time in which you need to cut ties with someone who is a negative influence. You may go through a
dark and wintry period, but you can be assured that this period is one of change. Just as the Earth's seasons
change from Winter to Spring, so too will your intimate relationships. If this is a time of death, then it will also
be a time of birth and re-emergence. The planet Venus also influences money, and so this is a time for sowing
and ultimately reaping benefits from investments.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (3rd House)
14 Oct 2023
PROGRESSED MOON ENTERING LEO (12th House)
23 Oct 2023
Having established your home base in the previous phase of your life, now you are ready to have some fun. It is
time to stretch your wings and explore your creative urges. If you started a new family in the previous phase
then you are likely to enjoy doing fun activities with your children, perhaps interacting with like-minded friends
or taking part in group activities. If you put your career on hold to have a family then perhaps you are now
ready to start devising ideas about whether or not to return to work and what type of work is now appropriate.
On the other hand you may simply have reached a stage of life during which you are eager to explore your
artistic talents or develop your own creative projects. Perhaps you built a new home and now you are ready to
decorate. On the other hand you may have established a new home in a new neighbourhood and now you are
ready to explore the community facilities and possible friendships. No matter what specific area of your life is
highlighted, generally speaking you are eager to seek out new and rewarding personal experiences.
Responsibilities do not sit well on your shoulders during this phase and you are likely baulk if anyone tries to
burden you with too many duties. The only drawback to following your inner urges during this phase of life is
that you may be a little too self-centred. You need to find the right balance between satisfying your own needs
and taking into account other people's needs. You may find it difficult to listen to loved ones, but this is
important if you are to be truly satisfied and supported during the next phase. The more that you can be
inclusive and generous with family, friends and associates, the more you will reap the benefits in the next stage
of the cycle. This is the ideal time to boost your self-esteem through playful and imaginative activities, to
explore creative ideas with the view to starting new projects. You could be very productive once you follow
your heart's desires and learn to harness other people's support.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (9th House)
8 Apr 2024
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX MARS (10th House)
Entering 26 Apr 2024, Exact 30 Apr 2024, Leaving 4 May 2024
You are a bundle of energy, which serves you well in achieving your goals. You are clear that you are heading
in the right direction in your life and feel confident of success. And it's true. You do have the drive and good

fortune to achieve success during this transit. This is an excellent time to spend plenty of time and energy on
your favourite project, with an assurance of reaping what you have sown. You may also enjoy channelling some
of your energy into your favourite sporting activities, where you are also assured of success. When it comes to
pursuing your goals now is the time to strike while the iron is hot.
PROGRESSED MOON CONJUNCTION RADIX ASCENDANT (12th House to 1st House)
Entering 30 Apr 2024, Exact 27 May 2024, Leaving 23 Jun 2024
You are about to reap the benefits of a prolonged period of contemplation. For years you have been slowly and
surely developing a new sense of self. You have been reflecting on changes that need to be made in your life
and have been gradually working towards new goals and a new identity. In the past you may have felt that you
were getting nowhere, struggling for no reason. All of your hard work is about to pay off. Areas of your life are
likely to take off. You are now able to reap the benefits of seeds previously sown in your life. Others also start
to notice and appreciate your efforts. As a result you may be offered a promotion, start a new job or relationship
or you could move into a new home. Alternatively a project that you have been working on for some time may
suddenly take off. An important personal relationship may start during this phase. If you are considering
marriage then you may be wise to seriously consider the positive affect that this person on your health and
happiness. You are ready to enjoy this new phase, even changing your physical appearance to reflect the inner
changes that have taken place over the past few years. You are somewhat like the butterfly emerging from a
cocoon. For years you have been in a chrysalis and now you are ready to emerge as a fully formed butterfly.
TRANSITING URANUS CONJUNCTION RADIX MARS (10th House)
Entering 12 May 2024, Exact 30 May 2024, Leaving 17 Jun 2024Entering 20 Nov 2024, Exact 16 Dec 2024,
Exact 15 Mar 2025, Leaving 7 Apr 2025
This is an extremely intense time when you will feel ready to burst with energy. You may also feel aggressive,
restless, pent-up, and ready to take any risk. However, this is not a good time to be taking chances. The best
way to handle the volatile energies of this transit is to take up a safe but energetic sport, or to channel your
energies into an intensely demanding hobby or work project. Avoid dangerous pursuits. This will take a great
deal of self-discipline, but you will be glad of the time taken in restraint. This energy can be put to good use
when channelled into constructive outlets. This transit affords the opportunity to discover any deep desires
that may have been buried during the demands of daily living. At first these may surface as an overwhelming
need to do everything at once. The idea is to show restraint while enjoying the enlivening effect of the transit.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING GEMINI (10th House)
25 May 2024
You search for a constant exchange of information. You are a versatile student and teacher.
PROGRESSED MOON ENTERING 1ST HOUSE (1st House)
27 May 2024
This is your time to shine, to receive the rewards of your previous hard work and accolades for your
achievements. Perhaps you have been secretly working away on a project, concentrating your efforts on behind
the scenes activities or quietly pouring your energies into a budding relationship? Now you can step forward
and declare your interests. For instance you may have been working quietly and steadily on a written project,
which you are hoping will one day be published. Now is the right time for you to seek publishers and
recognition for your work. Perhaps you have been persistently working on a business idea, consulting financial
planners and setting up a network of contacts and colleagues, searching for the appropriate venue or
establishing a home office. Now you can reap the rewards of your networking. Whatever the scenario now is
the right time to assert yourself and consciously seek your happiness. It is also the ideal time to reassess your
personal image and habits. A new health regime will give you the boost needed to cope with this phase. You
may change your personal fashion style, your hair and clothes in a way that more authentically reflects your
personality. The sign of your progressed Moon will also show you the manner in which you are likely to assert

this new assertive side of your nature. For instance if your progressed Moon is in a fire or air sign then you are
likely to be more gregarious and inspirational, making quite dramatic changes. However, if your progressed
Moon is in an earth or water sign then you may have a more steady approach.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 11TH HOUSE (11th House)
4 Jun 2024
You have an ever-widening circle of friends, as your social life flourishes during this transit. Your friendships
will be mutually beneficial. It is also possible that groups and clubs, particularly humanitarian groups, feature
more strongly during this time.
TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX NEPTUNE (8th House)
Entering 6 Jun 2024, Leaving 22 Jul 2024Entering 14 Feb 2025, Exact 23 Feb 2025, Leaving 3 Mar 2025
During this time you are cut off from other people. Negatively this can be because you are feeling lonely and
failing to reach out to others, or positively because you are using the time for some serious contemplation.
Beware of your own gloom at this time. You may feel that many areas of your life have failed leaving you with
an overwhelming sense of hopelessness. There is a reason for these negative thoughts and feelings. This transit
is demanding that you see your life in a different light, a more spiritual rather than physical light. At first this
can be depressing as you realise the hopelessness of pursuing purely personal ambitions which have no greater
purpose. However, by the end of the transit you will have incorporated a larger and more selfless view and may
have a clearer vision for the future. Contemplation and meditation can prove very useful during this time.
PROGRESSED MOON CONJUNCTION PROGRESSED ASCENDANT (1st House)
Entering 7 Jul 2024, Exact 5 Aug 2024, Leaving 3 Sep 2024
You are about to reap the benefits of a prolonged period of contemplation. For years you have been slowly and
surely developing a new sense of self. You have been reflecting on changes that need to be made in your life
and have been gradually working towards new goals and a new identity. In the past you may have felt that you
were getting nowhere, struggling for no reason. All of your hard work is about to pay off. Areas of your life are
likely to take off. You are now able to reap the benefits of seeds previously sown in your life. Others also start
to notice and appreciate your efforts. As a result you may be offered a promotion, start a new job or relationship
or you could move into a new home. Alternatively a project that you have been working on for some time may
suddenly take off. An important personal relationship may start during this phase. If you are considering
marriage then you may be wise to seriously consider the positive affect that this person on your health and
happiness. You are ready to enjoy this new phase, even changing your physical appearance to reflect the inner
changes that have taken place over the past few years. You are somewhat like the butterfly emerging from a
cocoon. For years you have been in a chrysalis and now you are ready to emerge as a fully formed butterfly.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX NORTH NODE (11th House)
Entering 4 Aug 2024, Exact 10 Aug 2024, Leaving 17 Aug 2024Entering 1 Dec 2024, Exact 8 Dec 2024,
Leaving 16 Dec 2024Entering 26 Mar 2025, Exact 1 Apr 2025, Leaving 7 Apr 2025
During this time you enjoy good relations with other people, as you are sociable and open to new relationships.
As a result you may meet a particular person, or group of people, who help you expand your horizons in life. It
is also possible that you find a partner, either business or personal. An engagement or marriage may be on the
cards. In some cases, if you find yourself feeling anti-social then you could have difficulty during this transit.
However, it is more likely that you enjoy making new and positive connections with others.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (3rd House)
2 Oct 2024
PROGRESSED VENUS ENTERING PISCES (8th House)
4 Nov 2024

Love and money are influenced as Venus progresses through the Signs of the Zodiac. Your Progressed Venus
moves a little more than one degree per year. At birth your Venus sits in a Zodiac Sign and this is the major
influence on your relationship with love and money, but the Progressed Sign can also shed some light on how
you can best handle your affairs. Love and money are personal matters and any light shed on these areas can be
very helpful. In your case your Venus has progressed into the Zodiac Sign of Pisces heralding a time in which
you are like to require peaceful resolutions to relationship issues, and a sense of ease, rather than difficulty, in
money matters. Your spiritual wealth and well-being may be something that gives you greater pleasure than
material achievements. You seek to spend calm and uplifting moments with loved ones. Music, the arts, health
retreats, natural surroundings and the company of animals can be soothing.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING PISCES (9th House)
29 Jan 2025
This is a quest for compassion and faith. You have a tendency to rigidly build structure, order and cleanliness in
your own personal world and to become judgmental of others. This is blocking your understanding of your
oneness with the universe. You need to develop spiritual understanding and learn to rely on your intuition.
TRANSITING SATURN ENTERING 9TH HOUSE (9th House)
27 Mar 2025, 1 Oct 2027
You may feel restricted in exploring the meaning of life. Later in life you may eventually mount a serious
investigation into the philosophical or religious realms.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (9th House)
29 Mar 2025
TRANSITING NEPTUNE ENTERING ARIES (9th House)
30 Mar 2025, 26 Jan 2026
(1861/62 - 1874/75) It is important to note that Neptune takes about 164 years to make a complete cycle,
spending about thirteen years in each sign. Therefore the interpretation of Neptune in the Sign applies to a
generation rather than the individual. For a more individual interpretation look at the house position. This
generation have the potential to be spiritual pioneers. They take risks in exploring the mystical realms. This
generation may also boast many pioneers in the arts.
TRANSITING CHIRON CONJUNCTION RADIX MIDHEAVEN (9th House to 10th House)
Entering 11 May 2025, Exact 31 May 2025, Leaving 27 Jun 2025Entering 1 Sep 2025, Exact 29 Sep 2025,
Leaving 21 Oct 2025Entering 13 Mar 2026, Exact 31 Mar 2026, Leaving 17 Apr 2026Entering 7 Dec 2026,
Leaving 5 Feb 2027
As Chiron goes over the Midheaven in your chart you have the opportunity to bring a new spiritual dimension
into your career. The path to this dimension is not necessarily easy, but it is ultimately rewarding. It may be that
you lose a job, which at the time seems very painful. Later you will see that this has actually paved the way for
a new healing lifestyle. On the other hand, you may now be presented with opportunities to heal and teach in
your present job or offered new studies which will open up new paths for the future. In some cases you may
meet a significant person who will help you on your path. Whatever the circumstances you will look back on
this time as adding a spiritual dimension to your life path.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX MOON (11th House)
Entering 18 May 2025, Exact 23 May 2025, Leaving 28 May 2025
This is a feel-good transit. In other words you feel good about yourself, your life and your loved ones. As a
result you are particularly warm and loving. Your contentment is contagious and others want to spend time with
you. You know how to have a good time, and indulge yourself during this transit.

TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING 8TH HOUSE (9th House)
22 May 2025
This represents a quest to learn self-control. You need to let go of the ingrained attitudes of past lives and to
place emphasis on spiritual values.
TRANSITING SATURN ENTERING ARIES (9th House)
24 May 2025, 13 Feb 2026
You are resourceful, and capable of applying new methods in a practical manner. Your lessons are in patience
and self-reliance.
TRANSITING CHIRON ENTERING 10TH HOUSE (10th House)
31 May 2025, 31 Mar 2026
You now have the opportunity to bring a new spiritual dimension into your career. The path to this dimension is
not necessarily easy, but it is ultimately rewarding. It may be that you lose a job, which at the time seems very
painful. Later you will see that this has actually paved the way for a new healing lifestyle. On the other hand,
you may now be presented with opportunities to heal and teach in your present job or offered new studies
which will open up new paths for the future. In some cases you may meet a significant person who will help
you on your path. Whatever the circumstances you will look back on this time as adding a spiritual dimension
to your life path.
PROGRESSED MIDHEAVEN ENTERING TAURUS (10th House)
6 Jun 2025
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING CANCER (11th House)
9 Jun 2025
You have a strong urge to look after your loved ones. You may also be idealistic. You may have a large family,
or feel as though the world is your family.
TRANSITING URANUS ENTERING GEMINI (10th House)
7 Jul 2025, 25 Apr 2026
(1942 - 1949) It is important to note that Uranus spends a long time in each sign, and therefore the
interpretation applies to a generation rather than the individual. For a more individual interpretation look at the
house position. This is the generation which becomes focused on new forms of communication and the world's
networks. Original and inventive ideas may spring to life.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 12TH HOUSE (12th House)
13 Jul 2025
You seek meaning in life from deep within yourself during this period.It is time to re-charge your batteries
quietly behind the scenes rather than seek the limelight. Recognition will come later. Now is the time to reflect.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX NEPTUNE (8th House)
Entering 18 Jul 2025, Exact 6 Aug 2025, Leaving 25 Aug 2025
Spiritual or artistic themes in relationships. Sharing ideal settings and conditions. Positive expectations. Good
feelings.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (3rd House)
21 Sep 2025
TRANSITING CHIRON ENTERING 9TH HOUSE (10th House)
29 Sep 2025

You may feel rejected for your beliefs. Your wounds may force a change of philosophy, and later you may
become a teacher of higher knowledge.
TRANSITING NEPTUNE ENTERING PISCES (9th House)
22 Oct 2025
It is important to note that Neptune takes about 164 years to make a complete cycle, spending about thirteen
years in each sign. Therefore the interpretation of Neptune in the Sign applies to a generation rather than the
individual. For a more individual interpretation look at the house position. This generation may possess the
ability to be at-one with God. They may be able to express their spirituality through visions and art. They may
also be inspirational teachers, conscious of wholeness.
TRANSITING URANUS ENTERING TAURUS (10th House)
7 Nov 2025
(1934 - 1942) It is important to note that Uranus spends a long time in each sign, and therefore the
interpretation applies to a generation rather than the individual. For a more individual interpretation look at the
house position. This is the generation which had the tenacity to pursue the new ways of society. Suddenly
humanity's resources come into focus.
PROGRESSED MOON ENTERING 2ND HOUSE (2nd House)
29 Nov 2025
It's time to reflect on your personal values rather than living your life to please other people. You now feel the
urge to build up your own self esteem, listen to your intuition and invest your time and energy in areas of life
that mirror your personal interests. In other words you are taking the focus off other people and their needs and
placing it firmly on your own. You are keen to capture a sense of well-being and abundance in your personal
life. This also reflects in your personal finances. You may withdraw your monetary support from joint projects
or investments with a view to investing in your own financial security. This is the ideal phase for lifetime
financial planning. As a result of your planning you may change your employment with a view to boosting your
income. As your self-esteem increases, you may also feel an urge to apply for a promotion, thereby receiving an
increase in your income. It is possible that your increased sense of self worth also leads to changes in other
areas of your life, such as decisions to improve your housing or personal relationships or change career. The
sign of your progressed Moon will also show you the area of your life most likely to be affected by this new
confidence and self-esteem! For instance if your progressed Moon is in a fire or air sign then you are more
likely to actively seek new options. If your progressed Moon is in an earth or water sign then you are more
likely to be steady in your approach.
PROGRESSED MOON ENTERING VIRGO (2nd House)
3 Jan 2026
Now is the time to look at the more practical side of life. After a period of exploring new artistic possibilities
and creative ideas you are now eager to see some practical results. Your ideas and creative energy need a
functional outlet. You are ready to slow down and consider the more mundane aspects of your ideas and your
life in general. The more that you have harnessed the support of other people in the previous phase of your life,
the more successful you will be now. If you have alienated loved ones or associates through self-centred
behaviour then you are likely to experience some obstacles now. Also if you became carried away with your
own sense of self-importance then you are now required to reassess your ideas. On the other hand if you were
inclusive and generous then you are likely to move forward with your project reaping the benefits of cooperation from other people. Either way you are being urged to come down to earth. You are now required to tie
up the loose ends of the previous phase and to move forward in a more realistic manner. Plans, schedules,
diaries and contracts may all feature. You may also be required to review your finances and make changes to
your earning capacity or spending patterns. Changes in the previous phase may have resulted in the need to
consider your finances in a new light. The ending of a significant personal or business partnership may result in

a change of financial planning. Alternatively you may be researching the means to finance a creative project.
Either way the more that you can pay attention to detail during this phase the more you will be able to enjoy the
personal and creative aspects of the next phase. This is the ideal time to lay practical foundations in your life.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (8th House)
17 Feb 2026
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX SUN (8th House)
Entering 27 May 2026, Exact 14 Jun 2026, Leaving 3 Jul 2026
Personal involvement in relationships. Physical activity with others. Shared leadership. Connections with
authority figures.
TRANSITING URANUS ENTERING 11TH HOUSE (11th House)
2 Jun 2026, 14 Mar 2027
You surround yourself with unusual and eccentric friends, and feel the urge to socialise as you have never done
so before. This could mean joining groups, particularly groups which have a cause or it could simply be
meeting new friends.
TRANSITING CHIRON ENTERING TAURUS (10th House)
19 Jun 2026, 14 Apr 2027
You will experience a crisis of values. You may experience a lack of self-worth and over-compensate by
accruing money and possessions. You may also distrust your body, or feel that your body is not beautiful. You
will learn to rely on your own and your body's experiences, and could become a healer.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING LEO (12th House)
30 Jun 2026
You are benevolent, generous and fun loving. You are on an enthusiastic search for creative expression. You
may also have a love of children.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX ASCENDANT (12th House to 1st House)
Entering 31 Jul 2026, Exact 5 Aug 2026, Leaving 9 Aug 2026
You are feeling expansive and benevolent during this transit. Events and people who have troubled you in the
past may not seem so difficult as you are now confident of successfully resolving problems. Self-improvement
courses may attract you as you feel generally good about yourself and your relationships. You may also take on
a teaching role during this time. You need only to beware of over-confidence, taking on too much and spreading
your energy too thin.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 1ST HOUSE (1st House)
5 Aug 2026
This is a time of greater optimism and self-confidence, during which you feel capable of achieving your goals.
You have a larger-than-life presence and an ability to inspire others. As a result you may have the opportunity to
teach or take up public speaking. Travel plans may also go ahead under the influence of this transit.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (1st House)
12 Aug 2026
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING AQUARIUS (8th House)
18 Aug 2026
This is a quest towards service to humankind. You will experience a struggle between your own personal needs
and a sense of dedication to others. You need to lay aside your personal need for honor and prestige and use

your talents to serve the world.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING 7TH HOUSE (8th House)
13 Sep 2026
This is a quest for right relations. You need to let go of ego-centred actions and devote your life to others.
TRANSITING CHIRON ENTERING ARIES (10th House)
17 Sep 2026
Your sense of being has been violated in some way and you may fear asserting yourself. You may also overcompensate by attempting to be the first at everything. Physically you may suffer head wounds. You may
become a pioneer in a way which will be of service to humanity.
PROGRESSED VENUS CONJUNCTION RADIX SUN (8th House)
Entering 15 Oct 2026, Exact 3 Aug 2027, Leaving 21 May 2028
You have the ability to shine right now. You are popular and other people are likely to bolster your confidence.
You may receive a boost in the form of a promotion at work, a gift from a close friend or a monetary reward.
Artistic projects are particularly rewarding. Embrace your talents. Appreciate the support of your loved ones
and do your best to fully give back to the world in the best way possible. In some cases a lack of appreciation
for the gifts that are coming your way could backfire. Loved ones could lose patience or monetary rewards
could be frittered away. However, it is more likely that you experience great pleasure during this phase of your
life. This is also a very potent time for attracting a lifelong mate. The radiance that you shine is noticed by
others, particularly potential lovers. If you are looking for love (and even if you are) then during this period you
are likely to find that special person, who you consider the "love of your life".
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX VENUS (7th House)
Entering 26 Oct 2026, Exact 14 Nov 2026, Leaving 2 Dec 2026
Positive feelings shared with others. Connections with females. Artistic projects. Beauty and fashion. Polite
behavior.
TRANSITING URANUS ENTERING 10TH HOUSE (11th House)
4 Jan 2027
Get ready for a roller coaster ride in your professional life. Change is the key word in your career. This can be a
time of excitement as you take on new challenges and innovations or it can be a time of frustration and
disruption as the unexpected happens on the job front. Either way you should be ready to go with the flow and
enjoy a sense of freedom rather than digging in your heels. If you have been considering changes in your career
for some time, now is the time to act. Whether or not you take charge of the changes, by the end of this transit
life will have suddenly taken a new direction.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (7th House)
6 Feb 2027
TRANSITING PLUTO CONJUNCTION RADIX SATURN (6th House)
Entering 22 Mar 2027, Leaving 25 Jun 2027Entering 24 Jan 2028, Exact 26 Feb 2028, Leaving 14 Apr
2028Entering 3 Jun 2028, Exact 26 Jul 2028, Leaving 13 Sep 2028Entering 22 Nov 2028, Exact 4 Jan 2029,
Leaving 5 Feb 2029Entering 26 Aug 2029, Leaving 13 Dec 2029
Life may seem onerous with too many problems piling up, too many expectations being placed on your
shoulders, and battles with authority figures. Although you are tempted to play it safe and hold on to the status
quo, it may be better to let go and go with the flow. It is as if you are in a small boat in a current being pushed
forward by overpowering circumstances. There is little that you can do except take each moment as it comes
and stop resisting the changes. Otherwise you will make this time harder work than it is and become even more

tired than you already feel. Don't be too hard on yourself; try to take some time for rest and recreation, which
will help to put your troubles into perspective. It is also possible that you are dealing with issues of life and
death during this transit. On a more positive note you may find that you have good organisational abilities, and
more patience than usual. You may look back on this time as one of positive transformation.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX JUPITER (7th House)
Entering 10 May 2027, Exact 29 May 2027, Leaving 17 Jun 2027
Expanded associations. Travel or educational connections. Religious links. Positive experiences with others.
TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX MIDHEAVEN (9th House to 10th House)
Entering 7 Jun 2027, Exact 18 Jun 2027, Leaving 2 Jul 2027Entering 16 Sep 2027, Exact 1 Oct 2027, Leaving
14 Oct 2027Entering 27 Feb 2028, Exact 8 Mar 2028, Leaving 17 Mar 2028
This is a time of extra responsibilities and consolidation of your direction in life. You may be given an extra
workload in your chosen profession, or a promotion that demands extra responsibility. If in the past you have
chosen your profession in order to please someone else, this can be a time when you decide to take
responsibility for your own career choices and begin the process of changing professions. It can also be a time
of extra social responsibilities, or a change in social status such as marriage or divorce. Whatever the
circumstances this transit gives you the energy to make the changes which help consolidate your life purpose.
TRANSITING SATURN ENTERING 10TH HOUSE (10th House)
18 Jun 2027, 8 Mar 2028
It's time to reassess your career direction, and your public status. You may benefit from hard work and
commitment in your career, receiving rewards and recognition. It is also possible that you will reconsider your
career options and change direction. In some cases marriage or parenthood may feature during this time,
changing your public status.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 2ND HOUSE (2nd House)
19 Jul 2027, 1 Mar 2028
Your sense of well-being is strong either through growing self-esteem or as a result of increased wealth. Money
flows during this period and the key is to ensure that you spend wisely. Otherwise you will later discover that
your increased income simply slipped through your fingers.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX MERCURY (7th House)
Entering 23 Jul 2027, Exact 11 Aug 2027, Leaving 30 Aug 2027
Active, yet sensitive communications. Agreeable conversation. Intellectual contacts. Business meetings and
discussions.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING VIRGO (2nd House)
26 Jul 2027
You have a strong desire to be of service, and high religious or spiritual ideals. You may also have an obsession
with detailed perfection.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (1st House)
2 Aug 2027
PROGRESSED MOON ENTERING 3RD HOUSE (3rd House)
7 Sep 2027
During the previous phase you developed your self-esteem and intuition. Now is the time to put these things
into action. You need to communicate your newfound sense of confidence and to act on your intuition. You may
decide to study a new subject, re-train in your work, or to teach others your skills. Whatever you choose to do,

the emphasis is on communications. All things connected with information will flood into your life right now.
This includes information technology, transport, postal systems, short-term study courses, neighborhood groups
and personal networks. You may begin to practise your new skills with your neighbors, colleagues or perhaps to
further develop your relationship with your siblings. It is also possible that you consider moving away from
your neighborhood, traveling to the other side of your town or city or moving interstate. You are keen to find
intellectual stimulation now, the type of inspiration that comes from learning new topics and experiencing a
new environment.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX SATURN (7th House to 6th House)
Entering 25 Sep 2027, Exact 14 Oct 2027, Leaving 1 Nov 2027
Connections with older persons. Assistance from authorities. Responsibity and trust in relationships.
Formalities.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING 6TH HOUSE (7th House)
9 Oct 2027
This is a quest to learn responsibility. You need to let go of the desire to escape into fantasy and develop a
productive new life.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 3RD HOUSE (3rd House)
24 Nov 2027, 22 Jul 2028, 16 Mar 2029
During this period you are likely to be seeking ways to expand your mind and to reach out to other people.
Communications of all types appeal ranging from talking on the telephone to studying short courses. It is also
possible that you benefit from travel, particularly short trips.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (6th House)
26 Jan 2028
PROGRESSED MOON ENTERING LIBRA (3rd House)
5 Feb 2028
Finding a balance in your life is the challenge of this period. Whereas the previous period of your life
demanded focus on one particular project or area of your life, now you need to become more inclusive of other
people. Now you feel the urge to spend more time with your spouse, children, family, friends and associates.
Social occasions become a source of pleasure rather than a distraction. If you are not married then you may
begin dating, searching for a new life partner. You may have been seeking solitude in the past, but now you are
likely to feel an urge to socialise. Perhaps you have been working on your own professional venture, a plan that
only you could instigate. Now you need incorporate other people in order to expand your project. Therefore you
may spend time interviewing employees. It is also possible that you are seeking a business partner for a project.
In some cases it is possible that you seek legal assistance or advice on a particular matter, perhaps a marriage,
divorce, or business venture. Whatever your own personal scenario you are likely to have more social contact
during this period. In fact it is important to seek input and advice from other people. It is time for social contact,
rest and recreation rather than exclusive work. As you create moments for reflection and pleasure you also
realise that you have time to weigh up the pros and cons in all areas of your life and to readjust areas that need
attention.
PROGRESSED MERCURY CONJUNCTION RADIX JUPITER (7th House)
Entering 6 Feb 2028, Exact 14 Jun 2029, Leaving 5 Sep 2030
It is time to reap the benefits of your plans and hard work. Right now you have plenty of ideas, many
opportunities for expanding your horizons and rewards from those in high places. Make the most of this sunny
time, but don't overdo it. Remember to prioritise or you will fritter away the wonderful opportunities that arise
during this phase of your life. Education is the key to success during this phase. The more that you now learn,

the more that you will be able to apply later on.
TRANSITING PLUTO ENTERING 7TH HOUSE (7th House)
5 Mar 2028, 12 Jan 2029
Your most intimate relationship undergoes upheaval during this period. Your relationship with your partner is
undergoing a transformation which is forcing you to change your outlook on your personal relationships. Now
you are being forced to face your relationship with complete honesty. It is important that you face your loved
one, and any business partnerships, with integrity.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING CAPRICORN (6th House)
7 Mar 2028
This is a quest for maturity. You have a tendency to become over- dependent on other people and cling to them
as if you were a child. You burden others with your real or imagined emotional problems wanting them to take
a parental role. You will spend much of your life searching for a father-figure unless you can rise to the
challenge of becoming responsible for your own life. You need to let go of your personal problems and work
towards your own respected place in the world.
TRANSITING SATURN ENTERING TAURUS (10th House)
12 Apr 2028
You are a slow but methodical worker, with practical management ability. You are also persistent.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX PLUTO (6th House)
Entering 5 May 2028, Exact 24 May 2028, Leaving 12 Jun 2028
Contacts with those in a state of change. Social transformations. Compulsive relationships. Sharing powerful
experiences.
TRANSITING CHIRON CONJUNCTION RADIX URANUS (10th House)
Entering 29 May 2028, Exact 19 Jun 2028, Leaving 19 Jul 2028Entering 3 Sep 2028, Exact 4 Oct 2028,
Leaving 26 Oct 2028Entering 29 Mar 2029, Exact 15 Apr 2029, Leaving 30 Apr 2029Entering 17 Dec 2029,
Leaving 16 Feb 2030
You are open to new and unusual experiences, ready to tackle life's problems in an inventive and original way.
You are eager to branch out and express your true potential with your sights keenly focused on the future rather
than the past. You feel alive and energetic, prepared to venture forth into unexplored territories, particularly
those involving metaphysics, science and computers. It is also possible that teaching or healing talents could
suddenly surface during this transit.
TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX URANUS (10th House)
Entering 3 Jun 2028, Exact 13 Jun 2028, Leaving 23 Jun 2028Entering 24 Oct 2028, Exact 5 Nov 2028,
Leaving 18 Nov 2028Entering 20 Feb 2029, Exact 4 Mar 2029, Leaving 14 Mar 2029
This can be a time of tension between your need to move forward into a new and exciting future and the need to
stay firmly rooted in the security and comfort of the past. Security and freedom are the opposing elements
which are dominating your life at the moment. This may be an inner battle, or sudden events may challenge
you. The lesson is to delve deep within yourself to help you build a firm base in your life using the resources of
your true inner self.
TRANSITING PLUTO ENTERING 6TH HOUSE (7th House)
16 Jul 2028
Your daily routine is subject to upheaval. It could be you making the changes, or perhaps other people. Anyone
who shares your day-to-day life could be affected. It is good time for a shake-up if this is what you want.
Perhaps you want to start a new diet or exercise routine. Now is the time.

ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (12th House)
21 Jul 2028
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING LIBRA (3rd House)
24 Aug 2028
You have a strong concern for justice. You are a diplomatic teacher, and express your spiritual values in your
relationships.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 4TH HOUSE (4th House)
7 Jan 2029, 1 Sep 2029
Comfort in your home and family is a key feature of this period. You may feel like expanding your home,
moving to a new and larger home, renovating, or simply moving to home surrounded by large, open spaces.
You enjoy the company of family members, and may welcome new members of the family through the birth of
a baby or family marriages. This is a comfortable time during which you can sit back and take a more
philosophical approach to life.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (6th House)
14 Jan 2029
TRANSITING PLUTO CONJUNCTION RADIX MERCURY (7th House)
Entering 30 Mar 2029, Leaving 23 Jun 2029Entering 30 Jan 2030, Exact 5 Mar 2030, Leaving 10 May
2030Entering 14 May 2030, Exact 25 Jul 2030, Leaving 9 Sep 2030Entering 3 Dec 2030
This is a time of intense communications, during which you are obsessed with certain thoughts. For this reason
it is an ideal time for any project which demands mental concentration and deep thought. You are resourceful
during this transit, easily able to obtain information and data. It may sometimes take some research, but you are
able to persist and obtain the correct information. Your analytical abilities are also heightened and therefore this
can be a good time for self-analysis or psychological studies. You would be wise to avoid destructive or
negative obsessive thoughts.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING 5TH HOUSE (6th House)
4 May 2029
This represents a quest to create own your destiny. You need to give up your personal dreams and develop selfdiscipline to build a creative life.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (11th House)
11 Jun 2029
TRANSITING URANUS CONJUNCTION RADIX NORTH NODE (11th House)
Entering 17 Jun 2029, Exact 5 Jul 2029, Leaving 25 Jul 2029Entering 24 Nov 2029, Exact 17 Dec 2029,
Leaving 13 Jan 2030Entering 30 Mar 2030, Exact 24 Apr 2030, Leaving 13 May 2030
Be prepared for the unpredictable. New experiences abound, prompting a change of direction more in line with
your true purpose in life. In the past you may have felt like a fish out of water in your family, work or social
environment. Now life takes an unexpected turn and you discover where you truly belong. This could involve
meeting new groups of people, an exciting new relationship, change of career or new interest. It could also
involve metaphysics, science, environmental interests or technology. This is a metaphysical time during which
you have the opportunity to become more alive and open to life's excitement but it is also possible that you will
take up activities that, although not obviously linked with your ultimate purpose, will stand you in good stead
later in life. Your own ideas of your true purpose at one stage in life may ultimately differ further down the
track. It's time to sieze the opportunities in the knowledge that you are on the right track.

ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (12th House)
11 Jul 2029
TRANSITING SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX MARS (10th House)
Entering 20 Jul 2029, Exact 4 Aug 2029, Exact 9 Oct 2029, Leaving 24 Oct 2029Entering 6 Apr 2030, Exact 15
Apr 2030, Leaving 23 Apr 2030
This transit can feature a combination of two effects. It can be a time where you feel that you are beating your
head against a brick wall or it can be a time when you have great determination and drive to achieve your goals
despite the apparent obstacles. Either way you are likely to expend a lot of energy in an effort to push forward
with your ambitions. You must be careful not to overdo it. With wise and considered action you can overcome
any obstacles and achieve much.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING SCORPIO (4th House)
24 Sep 2029
You are on an intense search for the truth. You have strong desires for sexual union and joint enterprises. You
could be a transformative teacher.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE ENTERING SAGITTARIUS (5th House)
24 Sep 2029
This is a quest for loyalty and one-pointed vision. You have a tendency to be unstable filling your life with
many people and activities. You may also experience conflict in your decisions. You need to develop a sense of
direction and a higher vision.
PROGRESSED MOON ENTERING 4TH HOUSE (4th House)
9 Nov 2029
It is time to focus on your home and family. This could mean that you need to address the needs of immediate
family members such as your spouse, children, parents or siblings, or it could be that you are required to
reassess your own role within your family. A family member may come to stay for an extended period of time,
the birth of a child may change the nature of your family or perhaps a family member leaves the home.
Whatever the scenario you are likely to make changes to your home. Renovations, extensions or a move to a
new house are all a possibility as you take the time to reflect on your and your family's personal needs. This is
the ideal time to spring clean your house. In fact the more that you can focus on the home and family and
ensure that you have a firm foundation in your life, then the more that you will benefit in the future. You need
to face your responsibilities to your loved ones and ensure that they are comfortable. You also need to make
sure that you are comfortable in your family environment. An urge to explore your roots may also take hold
during this phase and you may start to research your family history. Another way that you can be influenced
during this phase is in the area of housing and development. You may develop an interest in property
investment during this phase. The sign of your progressed Moon will also show you the manner in which you
are likely to approach your family and home life. For instance if your progressed Moon is in a fire or air sign
then you are likely to be restless unless actively seeking alternative solutions. However, if your progressed
Moon is in an earth or water sign then you may feel more comfortable in shouldering the extra familial
responsibilities.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (5th House)
5 Dec 2029

PROGRESSED MOON ENTERING SCORPIO (4th House)
25 Feb 2030
You have reached an introspective stage of your life; one where you need to focus on matters close to home.
This can be a need to turn your attention to house renovations, family matters and personal health and fitness or
you could be required to concentrate on a work project, one that requires research and attention to detail. You
may also feel the need to reassess your personal finances ensuring that your income matches your future
requirements. This phase can also indicate a more personal, emotional time. Perhaps you are undergoing a
significant change. You may feel an urge to reflect deeply on the meaning of your life. People, who you knew in
an earlier period of your life, re-appear. In fact memories of past events resurface frequently during this phase.
This can be a good opportunity to gain greater understanding of your personal history and help pave the way for
a more joyful life. Meditation and other spiritual techniques may be of benefit. Ensuring that you respond
appropriately to the external pressures is important, but it is also imperative that you confirm that you are living
your life truly in accordance with your own needs. In previous years you may have felt the need to please
others, but now you need to focus on your own goals. You need to find your own sense of purpose. If your life
is in step with your inner sense of purpose then you are likely to find time to concentrate on the tasks at hand,
finding the resources needed to further your plans. Some minor readjustments may be necessary. However, if
you have been living a lie, letting others dictate, then you may face some major upheavals during this phase.
You can take comfort in the fact these changes will ultimately free you to live your own life to the fullest. This
is an ideal phase for any task that requires investigation, attention to detail and concentration. A business
enterprise, research project or course of study may be of benefit. Right now you have the opportunity to buildup your personal resources - financial, emotional, intellectual and spiritual.
PROGRESSED SATURN CONJUNCTION RADIX SATURN (7th House to 6th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Leaving 11 May 2030
TRANSITING NORTH NODE CONJUNCTION RADIX SOUTH NODE (5th House)
Entering 26 May 2030, Exact 14 Jun 2030, Leaving 2 Jul 2030
TRANSITING SATURN ENTERING GEMINI (10th House)
31 May 2030
You are a disciplined and logical thinker with the ability to organise details. You prefer straight talk.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (11th House)
1 Jun 2030
TRANSITING SATURN ENTERING 11TH HOUSE (11th House)
18 Jun 2030
Group commitments feature during this time. You could become a member of a group, perhaps even taking on
an official role, or your commitments to an informal groups of friends could increase. It is also possible that
friendships and group commitments end during this time.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING SAGITTARIUS (4th House)
22 Oct 2030
You have a love of adventure, philosophy, study, religions, and foreign cultures. You could be an enthusiastic
and inspirational teacher.
TRANSITING JUPITER ENTERING 5TH HOUSE (5th House)
2 Nov 2030
You search for ways of expanding your creative self-expression during this period. "All work and no play

makes for a dull person" could be your motto as the playful side of your nature comes to the fore. As a result
you may keep company with young children, who are always ready to play. It is also possible that you become
involved in new activities. Either way you want the freedom to express your sense of fun and creativity.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING SUN (5th House)
25 Nov 2030
PROGRESSED MERCURY CONJUNCTION PROGRESSED JUPITER (7th House)
Entering 19 Dec 2030
It is time to reap the benefits of your plans and hard work. Right now you have plenty of ideas, many
opportunities for expanding your horizons and rewards from those in high places. Make the most of this sunny
time, but don't overdo it. Remember to prioritise or you will fritter away the wonderful opportunities that arise
during this phase of your life. Education is the key to success during this phase. The more that you now learn,
the more that you will be able to apply later on.
TRANSITING JUPITER CONJUNCTION RADIX SOUTH NODE (5th House)
Entering 30 Dec 2030
Relations with other people, either individuals or groups, can be stressful during this transit. It is time to
reassess your connections with individuals and groups with a view to moving on with your life's purpose. Any
individual or group standing in your path is liable to be set to one side, as you seek new experiences. Of course
it is not easy to let go of links from the past, particularly if one feels frightened of new experiences without the
safety of past alliances. If you can focus on the future rather than the past, you will discover that as one door
shuts another opens.
PROGRESSED NORTH NODE OPPOSITION RADIX SOUTH NODE (11th House to 5th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021
PROGRESSED ASCENDANT OPPOSITION RADIX SATURN (12th House to 6th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Leaving 2 Mar 2022
PROGRESSED SATURN OPPOSITION RADIX ASCENDANT (6th House to 1st House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Exact 3 Apr 2023
Your life is changing in subtle ways that require you to become more dependable and steady. For a long time
you may have been noticing that your role at home or work has been altering. You may have been required to
shoulder more responsibilities at work or within your family. It is possible that you are ready to retire from
work and pay more attention to your home and family life. On the other hand perhaps your career is requiring
extra effort. It is time to pay close attention to improving your health. It is also important that you realistically
assess your options and make changes that truly reflect your ambitions. You cannot shirk your duty but you can
ensure that you are satisfied with jobs well done. A conscientious effort is required. You are likely to reap
unwelcome consequences if you avoid paying attention to those subtle reminders of care to yourself and loved
ones. On the other hand you are likely to reap great benefits from taking a more mature role.
PROGRESSED SATURN OPPOSITION PROGRESSED ASCENDANT (6th House to 12th House)
In Orb 1 Jan 2021, Already 1 Jan 2021, Leaving 7 May 2022
Your life is changing in subtle ways that require you to become more dependable and steady. For a long time
you may have been noticing that your role at home or work has been altering. You may have been required to
shoulder more responsibilities at work or within your family. It is possible that you are ready to retire from
work and pay more attention to your home and family life. On the other hand perhaps your career is requiring
extra effort. It is time to pay close attention to improving your health. It is also important that you realistically
assess your options and make changes that truly reflect your ambitions. You cannot shirk your duty but you can

ensure that you are satisfied with jobs well done. A conscientious effort is required. You are likely to reap
unwelcome consequences if you avoid paying attention to those subtle reminders of care to yourself and loved
ones. On the other hand you are likely to reap great benefits from taking a more mature role.
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX ASCENDANT (6th House to 1st House)
Entering 18 Jan 2021, Exact 22 Jan 2021, Leaving 26 Jan 2021
This is a beneficial time for you and your loved one. You particularly enjoy your partner's company and feel the
urge to share fun-loving and warm moments. You are willing to make the extra effort that is required to satisfy
both your and your partner. Sometimes this transit can highlight the problems which exist in your relationship.
These difficulties may be blown out of proportion and you would be wise not to make any hasty decisions.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE OPPOSITION RADIX SOUTH NODE (11th House to 5th House)
Entering 2 Feb 2021, Exact 21 Feb 2021, Leaving 12 Mar 2021
TRANSITING SATURN OPPOSITION RADIX ASCENDANT (6th House to 1st House)
Entering 14 Feb 2021, Exact 23 Feb 2021, Leaving 5 Mar 2021Entering 19 Aug 2021, Exact 4 Sep 2021,
Leaving 3 Oct 2021Entering 17 Oct 2021, Exact 15 Nov 2021, Leaving 30 Nov 2021
Now is the time to consolidate your most intimate relationship with your partner. This can mean that you are
about to increase your commitment having successfully negotiated the adjustments required for a major
relationship. On the other hand it can also mean that you are ready to end a relationship which you believe is
going nowhere fast. Either way you are ready for serious business. If you are not already in a relationship you
may start a serious one during this transit. In some cases this can also mean the signing of a contract with your
partner or with a business partner.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (5th House)
26 May 2021
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (10th House)
19 Nov 2021
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (4th House)
16 May 2022
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (10th House)
8 Nov 2022
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (4th House)
5 May 2023
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION RADIX PLUTO (12th House to 6th House)
Entering 1 Jun 2023, Exact 29 Jun 2023, Leaving 27 Jul 2023
This is an intense time. Emotions that have built up over a period of time now need an outlet. Likewise any
unresolved conflict or problems are simmering and likely to erupt. If you have been harbouring secrets then
they are likely to be revealed during this period. You need to find a positive outlet for your feelings. You may
also need to seek counsel to help you find the most positive path forward. You are being forced to face
problems, rather than continue to push them away. You may have difficulty in letting go, surprised by the depth
of your feelings. If you can go with the flow then you are likely to experience the joy that comes from letting go
of things or people who have held you back in your life. Personal growth can be challenging, but the rewards
are a renewed sense of purpose. So use this time to gain new meaning in your life, and perhaps enlist the extra
support of those you trust.

PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION PROGRESSED PLUTO (12th House to 6th House)
Entering 3 Jun 2023, Exact 1 Jul 2023, Leaving 29 Jul 2023
This is an intense time. Emotions that have built up over a period of time now need an outlet. Likewise any
unresolved conflict or problems are simmering and likely to erupt. If you have been harbouring secrets then
they are likely to be revealed during this period. You need to find a positive outlet for your feelings. You may
also need to seek counsel to help you find the most positive path forward. You are being forced to face
problems, rather than continue to push them away. You may have difficulty in letting go, surprised by the depth
of your feelings. If you can go with the flow then you are likely to experience the joy that comes from letting go
of things or people who have held you back in your life. Personal growth can be challenging, but the rewards
are a renewed sense of purpose. So use this time to gain new meaning in your life, and perhaps enlist the extra
support of those you trust.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (10th House)
28 Oct 2023
PROGRESSED ASCENDANT OPPOSITION RADIX MERCURY (1st House to 7th House)
Entering 1 Jan 2024, Exact 2 May 2025, Leaving 30 Aug 2026
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (3rd House)
25 Mar 2024
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION RADIX SATURN (12th House to 6th House)
Entering 23 Apr 2024, Exact 21 May 2024, Leaving 17 Jun 2024
It is time to make some changes in your life. This can be a challenging period during which you feel lonely,
perhaps even depressed. Try not to succumb to gloomy feelings. You will do better if you can focus on the work
at hand. You are being asked to rely on your own resources. The onus is on you taking a long, hard look at all
areas of your life and making the necessary changes. You are quite serious, not as light-hearted as usual. In fact
your loved ones and colleagues may wonder what has happened to your sense of humour. You feel
misunderstood and therefore are likely to isolate yourself socially. Now is the time for serious work. Your work,
home, family and marriage are all open for contemplation. If you are married then you are likely to be faced
with some big decisions. This could include buying a house together, starting a family or moving to a new area.
On the other hand you may be single and seriously considering marriage. Your professional life may also
change. If you are satisfied with your job and your career then you may apply for promotions, or take further
courses to advance your career. If you are dissatisfied then you are likely to make changes. Right now you are
being forced to work hard towards your goals, to keep sight of your personal and professional ambitions and to
shoulder your responsibilities. At times you may feel tired. It is important that you take good care of your
physical health. If you have been living an unhealthy lifestyle then you need to start a new diet and exercise
regime as soon as possible. This is not a time to neglect your health because you are required to work hard to
achieve your ambitions. If you can move forward with your personal and professional plans then you are likely
to reap great rewards.
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION PROGRESSED SATURN (12th House to 7th House)
Entering 3 May 2024, Exact 30 May 2024, Leaving 27 Jun 2024
It is time to make some changes in your life. This can be a challenging period during which you feel lonely,
perhaps even depressed. Try not to succumb to gloomy feelings. You will do better if you can focus on the work
at hand. You are being asked to rely on your own resources. The onus is on you taking a long, hard look at all
areas of your life and making the necessary changes. You are quite serious, not as light-hearted as usual. In fact
your loved ones and colleagues may wonder what has happened to your sense of humour. You feel
misunderstood and therefore are likely to isolate yourself socially. Now is the time for serious work. Your work,

home, family and marriage are all open for contemplation. If you are married then you are likely to be faced
with some big decisions. This could include buying a house together, starting a family or moving to a new area.
On the other hand you may be single and seriously considering marriage. Your professional life may also
change. If you are satisfied with your job and your career then you may apply for promotions, or take further
courses to advance your career. If you are dissatisfied then you are likely to make changes. Right now you are
being forced to work hard towards your goals, to keep sight of your personal and professional ambitions and to
shoulder your responsibilities. At times you may feel tired. It is important that you take good care of your
physical health. If you have been living an unhealthy lifestyle then you need to start a new diet and exercise
regime as soon as possible. This is not a time to neglect your health because you are required to work hard to
achieve your ambitions. If you can move forward with your personal and professional plans then you are likely
to reap great rewards.
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION RADIX MERCURY (1st House to 7th House)
Entering 24 Jul 2024, Exact 20 Aug 2024, Leaving 16 Sep 2024
Right now your communications with other people are laden with a few difficulties. It seems as though your
attempts to interact are frustrated and you are not sure why. This is also true for new projects and anything that
involves the exchange of information. You are being forced, whether you like it or not, to change the way in
which you approach projects and people. Therefore this is the ideal time to undertake any activity that focuses
on improving verbal or written communications. Marketing, sales, business and intellectual activities can
benefit from extra curricular training. Projects that require mental agility or concentration are advanced through
a little extra effort. You may like to start a training course, take up a teaching position, or start a writing project.
This may cause a little tension in your professional and personal associations, but nevertheless you are keen to
improve your skills. Arguments with colleagues and loved ones may erupt from time to time, but you have the
tenacity to continue to work at exchanges. It is important that you aim to keep your interactions as calm as
possible, avoiding heated arguments. During this phase you are likely to learn when to retreat and when to
calmly state your case. Right now you have the chance to improve your network of associates, learn new skills
and apply them to your daily life with a little patience and persistence.
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX SOUTH NODE (11th House to 5th House)
Entering 4 Aug 2024, Exact 10 Aug 2024, Leaving 17 Aug 2024Entering 1 Dec 2024, Exact 8 Dec 2024,
Leaving 16 Dec 2024Entering 26 Mar 2025, Exact 1 Apr 2025, Leaving 7 Apr 2025
During this time you enjoy good relations with other people, as you are sociable and open to new relationships.
As a result you may meet a particular person, or group of people, who help you expand your horizons in life. It
is also possible that you find a partner, either business or personal. An engagement and marriage may be on the
cards. In some cases, if you find yourself feeling anti-social then you could have difficulty during this transit.
However, it is more likely that you enjoy making new and positive connections with others.
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION PROGRESSED MERCURY (1st House to 7th House)
Entering 18 Aug 2024, Exact 15 Sep 2024, Leaving 13 Oct 2024
Right now your communications with other people are laden with a few difficulties. It seems as though your
attempts to interact are frustrated and you are not sure why. This is also true for new projects and anything that
involves the exchange of information. You are being forced, whether you like it or not, to change the way in
which you approach projects and people. Therefore this is the ideal time to undertake any activity that focuses
on improving verbal or written communications. Marketing, sales, business and intellectual activities can
benefit from extra curricular training. Projects that require mental agility or concentration are advanced through
a little extra effort. You may like to start a training course, take up a teaching position, or start a writing project.
This may cause a little tension in your professional and personal associations, but nevertheless you are keen to
improve your skills. Arguments with colleagues and loved ones may erupt from time to time, but you have the
tenacity to continue to work at exchanges. It is important that you aim to keep your interactions as calm as
possible, avoiding heated arguments. During this phase you are likely to learn when to retreat and when to

calmly state your case. Right now you have the chance to improve your network of associates, learn new skills
and apply them to your daily life with a little patience and persistence.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (9th House)
17 Sep 2024
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION RADIX JUPITER (1st House to 7th House)
Entering 6 Nov 2024, Exact 3 Dec 2024, Leaving 30 Dec 2024
Everything seems a little larger than life right now. You feel as if all of your dreams and wishes are coming true
right. In some ways you are correct. Life is full of many rewards right now. However, you need to make choices
rather than try to take on every opportunity that comes your way. If you are not careful you may well
overindulge and overestimate your own abilities. As a result your life may become imbalanced. You need to
make sure that you do not neglect one area of your life as you pursue your own goals. You need to balance your
home, family, work and marriage, with your own interests and appetites. The problem is that you are currently
going through a somewhat egotistical stage. On the positive side you are eager to achieve your goals and are
quite capable of doing so. Gifts, rewards and awards may well come your way. You may also attract warm
wishes and gifts from friends, lovers, colleagues and family members. However, if you are not careful you
squander your opportunities by taking things or people for granted. As a result you over-commit yourself,
neglect loved ones and run out of energy. A time of short-term excess can result in loss of all that is meaningful.
If you can slow down and appreciate the gifts and those who give then you are most likely to gain some
enduring benefits. However, if you remain self-righteous and continue to indulge your every whim then you
could fritter away this period of your life.
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION PROGRESSED JUPITER (1st House to 7th House)
Entering 29 Nov 2024, Exact 27 Dec 2024, Leaving 23 Jan 2025
Everything seems a little larger than life right now. You feel as if all of your dreams and wishes are coming true
right. In some ways you are correct. Life is full of many rewards right now. However, you need to make choices
rather than try to take on every opportunity that comes your way. If you are not careful you may well
overindulge and overestimate your own abilities. As a result your life may become imbalanced. You need to
make sure that you do not neglect one area of your life as you pursue your own goals. You need to balance your
home, family, work and marriage, with your own interests and appetites. The problem is that you are currently
going through a somewhat egotistical stage. On the positive side you are eager to achieve your goals and are
quite capable of doing so. Gifts, rewards and awards may well come your way. You may also attract warm
wishes and gifts from friends, lovers, colleagues and family members. However, if you are not careful you
squander your opportunities by taking things or people for granted. As a result you over-commit yourself,
neglect loved ones and run out of energy. A time of short-term excess can result in loss of all that is meaningful.
If you can slow down and appreciate the gifts and those who give then you are most likely to gain some
enduring benefits. However, if you remain self-righteous and continue to indulge your every whim then you
could fritter away this period of your life.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (2nd House)
14 Mar 2025
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION RADIX VENUS (1st House to 7th House)
Entering 9 Aug 2025, Exact 4 Sep 2025, Leaving 30 Sep 2025
Romantic love can be joyous and painful. Right now you are more tuned into the pain, rather than the joy. If
you have a lover, fiancé or spouse then they are likely to be hurting you in some way. It is likely that they are
not as committed as you would like and this is confusing you. You may simply need to wait until your loved
one can settle down. On the other hand you may have to let go and accept that the relationship is going
nowhere. If you are single, you could become focused on finding someone to share your life. It is possible that

your feelings for someone are strong but are not returned. Whether you are in a relationship or not, there is a
danger that you could become quite obsessed with the objects of your affections right now. Displaying your
emotions will get you nowhere. It would be better if you were able to change the focus of your attention. You
need to nurture yourself and share pleasurable times with your friends and family, knowing that someone better
is waiting in the wings. You may also benefit from following a passionate past time, particularly one involving
the arts, fashion or beauty. It is not time for recriminations, but rather time to gain a greater understanding of
the type of relationship that is most beneficial for your well being.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (8th House)
7 Sep 2025
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX PLUTO (12th House to 6th House)
Entering 28 Oct 2025, Leaving 25 Nov 2025Entering 4 Jun 2026, Exact 9 Jun 2026, Leaving 14 Jun 2026
Life can take on an explosive quality during this period as you struggle to achieve your goals. It seems as
though other people and external events are deliberately plotting to thwart your every move. However, it may
be that you are going overboard in your attempts to get your own way. The trouble is that you want to make
great changes in your life, but lack the necessary tolerance and patience to get the timing right. Power and the
abuse of power may become a focus of your life. You would be wise to muster as much restraint as is possible
or you may simply go too far and lose the lot.
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION PROGRESSED VENUS (2nd House to 8th House)
Entering 15 Jan 2026, Exact 13 Feb 2026, Leaving 13 Mar 2026
Romantic love can be joyous and painful. Right now you are more tuned into the pain, rather than the joy. If
you have a lover, fiancé or spouse then they are likely to be hurting you in some way. It is likely that they are
not as committed as you would like and this is confusing you. You may simply need to wait until your loved
one can settle down. On the other hand you may have to let go and accept that the relationship is going
nowhere. If you are single, you could become focused on finding someone to share your life. It is possible that
your feelings for someone are strong but are not returned. Whether you are in a relationship or not, there is a
danger that you could become quite obsessed with the objects of your affections right now. Displaying your
emotions will get you nowhere. It would be better if you were able to change the focus of your attention. You
need to nurture yourself and share pleasurable times with your friends and family, knowing that someone better
is waiting in the wings. You may also benefit from following a passionate past time, particularly one involving
the arts, fashion or beauty. It is not time for recriminations, but rather time to gain a greater understanding of
the type of relationship that is most beneficial for your well being.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (2nd House)
3 Mar 2026
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION RADIX SUN (2nd House to 8th House)
Entering 6 Mar 2026, Exact 1 Apr 2026, Leaving 27 Apr 2026
You are currently faced with a decision which has been lingering for some time. The decision may be difficult,
requiring some consideration or you may feel ready to move into a new dimension of your life. Either way you
are required to move forward into a new phase in some aspect of your life, a phase that more readily enables
you to express your true self. If you have been hiding your light under a bushel, letting fear guide your
decisions, then you are now required to face your fears and move out of the rut that you have carved. This could
take some courage. On the other hand you may feel ready to make significant changes. Perhaps you are tired of
opting for comfort and are ready for some excitement. You may experience some conflict with loved ones if
they feel threatened by the changes they see taking place. Those who hold some authority in your life may also
prefer you to remain subservient. As long as your actions are honourable you should emerge from this period
with a new sense of confidence and purpose.

PROGRESSED MERCURY OPPOSITION PROGRESSED ASCENDANT (7th House to 1st House)
Entering 18 Jul 2026
It is time to improve communications and make decisions regarding your marriage and business partnerships. If
you are single you may meet a new stimulating lover during this phase or you could make a decision regarding
a current lover. For instance you could decide that this person is marriage material or that you need to end the
relationship and move on. It is time for commitment and you are prepared to make the moves right now,
whether this is a marriage vow or separation. If you hesitate in speaking your mind or heart then you may regret
your indecision later. The object of your affections is not likely to wait around. If you are married then you may
deepen your commitment either through a renewal of vows, a shared pastime or better interactions.
Alternatively you, or your partner, may be in two minds about the future of this union. Commitment may
waver. It is also possible that legal papers may be served or legal matters may be finalised during this period.
Business partnerships may be formed or ended. The focus is on significant, life-changing unions and how these
support you. This is your opportunity to renew your commitment to key people and to reap the benefits of
committed partnerships or to separate from partnerships that have been obstructing your path.
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION PROGRESSED SUN (2nd House to 8th House)
Entering 25 Jul 2026, Exact 21 Aug 2026, Leaving 18 Sep 2026
You are currently faced with a decision which has been lingering for some time. The decision may be difficult,
requiring some consideration or you may feel ready to move into a new dimension of your life. Either way you
are required to move forward into a new phase in some aspect of your life, a phase that more readily enables
you to express your true self. If you have been hiding your light under a bushel, letting fear guide your
decisions, then you are now required to face your fears and move out of the rut that you have carved. This could
take some courage. On the other hand you may feel ready to make significant changes. Perhaps you are tired of
opting for comfort and are ready for some excitement. You may experience some conflict with loved ones if
they feel threatened by the changes they see taking place. Those who hold some authority in your life may also
prefer you to remain subservient. As long as your actions are honourable you should emerge from this period
with a new sense of confidence and purpose.
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX SATURN (12th House to 6th House)
Entering 30 Jul 2026, Exact 4 Aug 2026, Leaving 8 Aug 2026
Obstacles stand in your path, making life seem like hard work. The trouble is that you are currently feeling the
need to expand your horizons, but it is difficult to get out of the smoothly-worn ruts in your life. Persistence and
optimism will pay off in the end, but in the meantime you may feel frustrated, particularly by an external event
or another person.
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX MERCURY (1st House to 7th House)
Entering 14 Aug 2026, Exact 19 Aug 2026, Leaving 24 Aug 2026
You lack tact and diplomacy during this transit. You are also in danger of being opinionated and blunt. Others
may be quick to point out these faults, which you find irritating rather than helpful. However, it would be useful
to think before you speak. A little restraint could go a long way.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (8th House)
28 Aug 2026
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX JUPITER (1st House to 7th House)
Entering 2 Sep 2026, Exact 6 Sep 2026, Leaving 11 Sep 2026
Right now it may be difficult to find a sensible balance in your life. You feel the urge to take off for greener
pastures and opportunities may indeed present themselves. However, you would be wise to carefully consider
the consequences of any decisions made during this transit as you may be overly optimistic. Use the time to

expand your horizons, but look before you leap into any permanent changes. Also be careful not to take on too
many new projects
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX VENUS (1st House to 7th House)
Entering 1 Nov 2026, Exact 10 Nov 2026, Leaving 22 Nov 2026Entering 1 Jan 2027, Exact 14 Jan 2027,
Leaving 23 Jan 2027Entering 26 Jun 2027, Exact 2 Jul 2027, Leaving 7 Jul 2027
You are struggling to get what you want from your loved one. In fact relationships of all kinds, particularly with
women, may be a source of difficulty right now. The trouble is that you or your loved one are expecting too
much. There has to be a balance between the adventures of life and the routine daily demands. Right now one
of you is seeking only the adventure and this is causing tension.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (2nd House)
20 Feb 2027
TRANSITING PLUTO OPPOSITION RADIX ASCENDANT (6th House to 1st House)
Entering 4 Apr 2027, Leaving 11 Jun 2027Entering 31 Jan 2028, Exact 5 Mar 2028, Exact 16 Jul 2028, Leaving
30 Aug 2028Entering 5 Dec 2028, Exact 12 Jan 2029, Leaving 13 Feb 2029Entering 15 Aug 2029, Leaving 22
Dec 2029
Your most intimate relationship undergoes upheaval during this transit. Your partner is undergoing a
transformation which is forcing you to change your outlook on your personal relationship. It may seem that
your partner is acting totally out of character, or it could be that you have seen this coming for a long time but
refused to really face the problems. Now you are being forced to face your relationship with complete honesty.
This can be a painful time when you feel that events are out of your control. They probably are. You may feel
angry that you have been forced into a corner by your loved one. Although this is understandable, it is better to
approach the situation one day at a time with all your integrity. The result will be a more honest relationship,
both with yourself and your partner, and a sense of achievement that comes with surmounting any crisis.
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION RADIX NEPTUNE (2nd House to 8th House)
Entering 4 May 2027, Exact 29 May 2027, Leaving 23 Jun 2027
During this period you are more sensitive to other people and your surroundings. For this reason you may feel
confused. Your former goals may have lost some of their meaning. Try not to be too concerned. You simply
need to slow down, rest and reflect on some important aspects of your life. As part of this process you may feel
the urge to take part in creative, spiritual or artistic pursuits. These can be a valuable means of exploring your
feelings, but don't let yourself be carried away. You are vulnerable right now and need to avoid making lifelong
commitments. It is a time for exploration rather than obligation. Your dream life may also be more active, as
you tune in to your intuitive nature. Dreams may be more vivid, carrying messages for your waking life. Your
perceptions and goals are changing in subtle ways. You need to avoid making decisions that require logic.
Preferably you should learn to listen to your intuition. If in doubt then take your time before making lifechanging decisions. This is a time to gently explore the more subtle realms of life, rather than forge ahead with
definitive goals. You are rather like the butterfly that is emerging from the cocoon. Try not to force the process,
but rather take your time and enjoy the new emerging you. As a result you will discover new depths and
meanings that colour your life in significant ways.
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION PROGRESSED NEPTUNE (2nd House to 8th House)
Entering 9 May 2027, Exact 4 Jun 2027, Leaving 29 Jun 2027
During this period you are more sensitive to other people and your surroundings. For this reason you may feel
confused. Your former goals may have lost some of their meaning. Try not to be too concerned. You simply
need to slow down, rest and reflect on some important aspects of your life. As part of this process you may feel
the urge to take part in creative, spiritual or artistic pursuits. These can be a valuable means of exploring your
feelings, but don't let yourself be carried away. You are vulnerable right now and need to avoid making lifelong

commitments. It is a time for exploration rather than obligation. Your dream life may also be more active, as
you tune in to your intuitive nature. Dreams may be more vivid, carrying messages for your waking life. Your
perceptions and goals are changing in subtle ways. You need to avoid making decisions that require logic.
Preferably you should learn to listen to your intuition. If in doubt then take your time before making lifechanging decisions. This is a time to gently explore the more subtle realms of life, rather than forge ahead with
definitive goals. You are rather like the butterfly that is emerging from the cocoon. Try not to force the process,
but rather take your time and enjoy the new emerging you. As a result you will discover new depths and
meanings that colour your life in significant ways.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (6th House)
18 Jul 2027
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX SUN (2nd House to 8th House)
Entering 6 Aug 2027, Exact 11 Aug 2027, Leaving 16 Aug 2027
Watch out for a lack of discretion and restraint during this transit. You are likely to go over the top in your
endeavours to achieve your goals. Other people may try to point out your excesses, but you are not in the mood
to listen. It would be better if you could slow down and curb any extravagances.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (7th House)
17 Aug 2027
TRANSITING NORTH NODE OPPOSITION RADIX ASCENDANT (7th House to 1st House)
Entering 20 Sep 2027, Exact 9 Oct 2027, Leaving 28 Oct 2027
Difficult gatherings. Cooperation for purposes of work. Discomfort in relationships. Temporary associations.
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX NEPTUNE (2nd House to 8th House)
Entering 24 Oct 2027, Exact 30 Oct 2027, Leaving 4 Nov 2027Entering 24 Mar 2028, Exact 2 Apr 2028,
Leaving 12 Apr 2028Entering 14 Jun 2028, Exact 24 Jun 2028, Leaving 2 Jul 2028
This transit can have the effect of making you feel that you are caught in one of life's mazes. Whatever exciting
direction you wish to explore there seems to be no clear path, and yet there is a strong urge to continue
exploring. In some cases you may feel that someone else or an external event is confusing matters. However,
you are idealistic and have unrealistic expectations and would be wise not to accuse others just yet. It may be
that someone is deceiving you, but now is not the time to take action. Bide your time and all will become clear.
It would also be best to avoid making long-term decisions right now as your own judgement may be clouded.
Rather remain as down-to-earth as possible while pushing for spiritual growth.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (12th House)
11 Jan 2028
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (6th House)
6 Jul 2028
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION PROGRESSED CHIRON (3rd House to 9th House)
Entering 11 Jul 2028, Exact 5 Aug 2028, Leaving 30 Aug 2028
Conflicting emotions abound during this period. Some events may seem to be very upsetting and yet contrarily
also very healing. Dreams, meditation and creative visualisation can be very powerful right now. It is important
that you take time to enjoy the simple pleasures in life and to listen to your intuition. If you can take time to
reflect and nurture yourself then you are likely to reap large rewards. These rewards are unlikely to be
monetary. They are more likely to be of an emotional or spiritual nature. For instance you may feel a soothing
awareness that you have been able to let go of past hurts and have rejuvenated your sense of purpose. On the

other hand you may develop a deep appreciation of your existing lifestyle and relationships.
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX MIDHEAVEN (3rd House to 10th House)
Entering 29 Dec 2028, Exact 7 Jan 2029, Leaving 19 Jan 2029Entering 4 Mar 2029, Exact 16 Mar 2029,
Leaving 25 Mar 2029Entering 27 Aug 2029, Exact 1 Sep 2029, Leaving 7 Sep 2029
This is a beneficial time for reflecting on your personal goals with a view to making life more comfortable. You
may feel the urge to move to larger and more accommodating surroundings, or to expand your existing home.
Opportunities to spend time with loved ones may also arise. Your efforts to improve your home environment
will also have benefits for your general sense of well-being.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (12th House)
31 Dec 2028
PROGRESSED ASCENDANT OPPOSITION RADIX JUPITER (1st House to 7th House)
Entering 10 Mar 2029, Exact 5 Jul 2030
TRANSITING URANUS OPPOSITION RADIX SOUTH NODE (11th House to 5th House)
Entering 17 Jun 2029, Exact 5 Jul 2029, Leaving 25 Jul 2029Entering 24 Nov 2029, Exact 17 Dec 2029,
Leaving 13 Jan 2030Entering 30 Mar 2030, Exact 24 Apr 2030, Leaving 13 May 2030
Be prepared for the unpredictable. New experiences abound, prompting a change of direction more in line with
your true purpose in life. In the past you may have felt like a fish out of water in your family, work or social
environment. Now life takes an unexpected turn and you discover where you truly belong. This could involve
meeting new groups of people, an exciting new relationship, change of career or new interest. It could also
involve metaphysics, science, environmental interests or technology. This is a metaphysical time during which
you have the opportunity to become more alive and open to life's excitement. It is also possible that you will
take up activities that, although not obviously linked with your ultimate purpose, will stand you in good stead
later in life. Our own ideas of our true purpose at one stage in life may ultimately differ further down the track.
It's time to seize the opportunities in the knowledge that you are encountering the assimilation part of a cycle.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (5th House)
25 Jun 2029
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION RADIX MIDHEAVEN (3rd House to 10th House)
Entering 15 Oct 2029, Exact 9 Nov 2029, Leaving 4 Dec 2029
It's time to put your house in order. If you are settled with a home and family, then this could simply mean that
you need to pay more attention to the needs of your family and make adjustments. Perhaps you need to do some
home renovations or to move to a new abode. Either way it's time to put your house in order. If you are settled
with a home and family, then this could simply mean that you need to pay more attention to the wishes of your
family and spend more time at home. If you are not settled with a home and family, then your nesting instincts
may be strong during this phase. It would not be unusual for a child to be born during this time. However, it
could also be a time when a family member comes to stay, or a child leaves the family home. It is also possible
that you are required to take care of an ailing or distressed family member. Whatever the scenario in your life,
changes are emerging on the home front and it is time to ponder on your ideal home and environment and to
make the necessary adjustments that enable you to establish a firm foundation for the future. Perhaps you have
been focusing on your career, forgetting the importance of spending time at home. Now you have the
opportunity to enjoy some home comforts, whether you live on your own or with other people. It is the ideal
time to ponder on your personal needs and those of your nearest and dearest, rather than your public life.
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX URANUS (4th House to 10th House)

Entering 24 Oct 2029, Exact 28 Oct 2029, Leaving 2 Nov 2029
This transit can indicate a sudden and dramatic change in your life ranging from simply a break in your routine
to a breakdown in a relationship, career or way of life. On the one hand you feel a strong urge for a change of
scenery, but on the other hand you feel rattled at the thought of breaking new territory. In some cases you may
feel that there are obstacles, in the form of responsibilities to other people, which are holding you back. Either
way it is time to ponder on your life and use this time to free yourself of restrictions. You will be grateful for the
new-found freedom in the end.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE OPPOSITION RADIX MOON (5th House to 11th House)
Entering 17 Nov 2029, Exact 6 Dec 2029, Leaving 24 Dec 2029
Emotional discomfort. Obligatory community participation. Predominance of female persons. Problems in
adapting to others.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (11th House)
20 Dec 2029
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX MARS (4th House to 10th House)
Entering 16 Jan 2030, Exact 23 Jan 2030, Leaving 31 Jan 2030Entering 24 Apr 2030, Exact 2 May 2030,
Leaving 10 May 2030Entering 15 Sep 2030, Exact 21 Sep 2030, Leaving 27 Sep 2030
You are in danger of going over the top in your efforts to achieve your personal goals. You may be impatient,
even explosive, if others seem to be standing in your way. The trouble is that right now you lack the ability to
see things in perspective. You feel that you have put so much time and energy into certain areas of your life, and
now others are threatening your success. This may or may not be true. It is possible that others are threatened
by your success; but, it also may be your own fears blocking your sucess. Either way, during this transit you
would do well to exercise some restraint. The lesson is all things in moderation.
TRANSITING NORTH NODE OPPOSITION RADIX NORTH NODE (5th House to 11th House)
Entering 26 May 2030, Exact 14 Jun 2030, Leaving 2 Jul 2030
Meetings. Making connections with others which require some adjustments. Groups which do work.
Uncomfortable associations.
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION PROGRESSED MIDHEAVEN (4th House to 10th House)
Entering 6 Jun 2030, Exact 3 Jul 2030, Leaving 30 Jul 2030
It's time to put your house in order. If you are settled with a home and family, then this could simply mean that
you need to pay more attention to the needs of your family and make adjustments. Perhaps you need to do some
home renovations or to move to a new abode. Either way it's time to put your house in order. If you are settled
with a home and family, then this could simply mean that you need to pay more attention to the wishes of your
family and spend more time at home. If you are not settled with a home and family, then your nesting instincts
may be strong during this phase. It would not be unusual for a child to be born during this time. However, it
could also be a time when a family member comes to stay, or a child leaves the family home. It is also possible
that you are required to take care of an ailing or distressed family member. Whatever the scenario in your life,
changes are emerging on the home front and it is time to ponder on your ideal home and environment and to
make the necessary adjustments that enable you to establish a firm foundation for the future. Perhaps you have
been focusing on your career, forgetting the importance of spending time at home. Now you have the
opportunity to enjoy some home comforts, whether you live on your own or with other people. It is the ideal
time to ponder on your personal needs and those of your nearest and dearest, rather than your public life.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (5th House)
15 Jun 2030

PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION RADIX URANUS (4th House to 10th House)
Entering 4 Aug 2030, Exact 29 Aug 2030, Leaving 23 Sep 2030
Be prepared for a change of plans. You are currently required to modify the way that you approach certain areas
of your life. Whether you realise it or not tension has been building for some time. For instance you may have
been concentrating on one area of your life to the detriment of others. Perhaps conflict has been simmering in
one or more of your key relationships or perhaps you have been working too hard to the detriment of your
health. Whatever the scenario may be you are now required to change your attitude and perhaps your lifestyle.
If you do not take charge of the necessary adjustments then people or events will suddenly force you off the
merry-go-round. Although life can be a bit unpredictable right now, you will fare better if you go with the flow
rather than try to cling to the status quo. It is possible that you are feeling restless, ready for new challenges. If
this is the case then you are likely to enjoy the opportunities that arise. Either way by the end of this period you
will enjoy a new sense of liberation, recognising that your life is better. You are now feeling more able to follow
your dreams.
PROGRESSED MOON OPPOSITION PROGRESSED URANUS (4th House to 10th House)
Entering 12 Aug 2030, Exact 7 Sep 2030, Leaving 2 Oct 2030
Be prepared for a change of plans. You are currently required to modify the way that you approach certain areas
of your life. Whether you realise it or not tension has been building for some time. For instance you may have
been concentrating on one area of your life to the detriment of others. Perhaps conflict has been simmering in
one or more of your key relationships or perhaps you have been working too hard to the detriment of your
health. Whatever the scenario may be you are now required to change your attitude and perhaps your lifestyle.
If you do not take charge of the necessary adjustments then people or events will suddenly force you off the
merry-go-round. Although life can be a bit unpredictable right now, you will fare better if you go with the flow
rather than try to cling to the status quo. It is possible that you are feeling restless, ready for new challenges. If
this is the case then you are likely to enjoy the opportunities that arise. Either way by the end of this period you
will enjoy a new sense of liberation, recognising that your life is better. You are now feeling more able to follow
your dreams.
ECLIPSE OF TRANSITING MOON (11th House)
9 Dec 2030
TRANSITING JUPITER OPPOSITION RADIX NORTH NODE (5th House to 11th House)
Entering 30 Dec 2030
Relations with other people, either individuals or groups, can be stressful during this transit. It is time to
reassess your connections with individuals and groups with a view to moving on with your life's purpose. Any
individual or group standing in your path is liable to be pushed out of the way, as you seek new experiences. Of
course it is not easy to let go of links from the past, particularly if one feels frightened of new experiences
without the safety of past alliances. If you can focus on the future rather than the past, you will discover that as
one door shuts another opens.

